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Dilwyn Jones
The focus of my QL activrties this month
has been the major update to that widely
used QL programming package, Easyptr:

After much pressure was put on him to
undertake the task, Marcel Kilgus franlly

agreed to take on the task of updating
what is probably the most widely used of
software writing packages. He has added
new facilities like access to the System
Palette colours of the new Window Mana
ger 2 and scalable menus. Whether you
use fasyptr or not, I hope that this tool
can now be used to write modern QL
software able to take advantage of lhe
new colours and other features of the
modern SMSQ/E
Alongside the Easyptr update, I found a
program called QCoCo {QL Colour Con-
figurator) very useful. Wolfgang Uhlig
wrote this program to help wilh creating
System Palette colour themes. lt is not
until you start to use this program that
you realise how useful and rmportant that
it is - reading the Window Manager 2

documentalion and all the articles in QL
Today might have helped, but nothing
beats getting your hands dirty with sub
jects like this. Apart from being a useful
tool rn rts own right, 0CoCo helped make
sure I fully understood the subject more
quickly than I would have done olherwise.
So I decided to write articles about Easy-
ptr and QCoCo. lf Jochen manages to frt
them all jn this issue, you'll get to read
them all at once, otherwise one of them
will, I'm afraid, have to wait for the next
issue.
Amrd all this, Per Wrtte released one of
the most advanced games yet for the
new systems. D-Mrner is a Minesweeper
clone for high-end SMSQ/E systems.
Even Marcel Kilgus was so impressed
witht his that he was driven to write to
describe what he sdw: "l thought this
thing is freakishly impressive and is really
pushing the boundaries on what can be
done with the Pt."Compliment indeed
from a person so closely involved with
ihe development of the operating system
itself
Less trumpeted was the news from Da-
niele Terdina of the release of another QL
emulator QemuFast is a derivative of the
well known Qemulator lt is probably the
fastest QL emulator yet, but the speed
comes at the cost of compatibility

Qemulator rs well known for ris software
compatibility but QemuFast focuses on
speed. lf a particular program won't run,
that's that. At the moment, it's an early
release but already showing great pro-
mise.
News also came (rather quretly) of a malor
update to Turbo. George Gwrlt has been
steadily updatrng the comprler and now
he is releasing test versrons able to use
reference paramelers, which has always
been a bit of a sticking point preventing
more widespread use of Turbo as it
caused difficulty with compiling pointer
driven applications - these problems may
now disappear and we may see Turbo as
becoming a real alternative to Qlrberator
for producing modern new QL software
Time will tell
2005 has a busy events caiencjar: what
with the special events,"QL 2004
After-Glow" show in The Netherlands, "QL

is 21"in Britain and the other Quanta
Workshops, USA show and so on. Make
an effort to visit the Quanta AGM if you
can, there are some possibly controver-
sial changes to the constitution on the
cards. Make sure you vote on the chan-
ges, whether you are for or against them.

Don't forget that there will be a longer
than usual wait for your next QL Today
with the next issue as indicated in the last
issue.
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EASYPTR 4
With the ever expanding scope of SMSQ/E it
became clear that an updale to one of the most
widely used QL programming packages was
sorely needed.
Marcel Kilgus was given permission by lhe origi-
nal author Albin Hessler to update the package
and has put quite a lot of work into producing
[asyptr 4, due to be released at about the time
you read this
T0 help with development, Marcel set up a
'testers group' who got several updated versions
in quick succession and feedback from lhese
early users was used to fix bugs and add some
new feaiures. The actual updates list rs quite ex-
tensive and even Marcel is quick to point out that
even he cannot remember everythrng that's
been changed!
The main changes are support in Easymenu for
the System Palette colour schemes of Window
Manager 2 and scalable menus. There are also
changes such as lhe startup size o{ the tasy-
menu display the MODE button in high colour
cycles through the four possible system palettes
and an inbuilt palette {so you can get a preview
of how your program menus will look) plus better
support for high colour sprites (such as those
produced by Jerome Grimbert's Sprite Editor) in

menus created with Easymenu. Marcel has done
an update to Easysprite as well, to make it work
more reliably in a GD2 environment, although it
can still only produce mode 4 and mode B sprites' lhese will still display correctly in high colour
modes of course.
The hope is of course lhat QL programmers will
use this new version {which will be available {rom
Marcel's usual software suppliers such as J-M-S.)
to produce software which makes best use of
the facilities available to us under SMSQ/E

The new Easymenu

D-MINER
Per Witte was quickly oul
with a Minesweeper style
systems. Not only is it

of the starting block
game for modern QL

graphically modern

{pushes the boun-
daries of QL soft-
ware a bit) and
the sound is bril-
liant (on systems

supporting
QLSSS it uses

-ub files played
with Wolfgang Le-
nerz's Sound Ex-
tensions) it actual-
ly plays a good
game too!
I was fortunate enough to be sent an early tral
version of this game and pretty good it was too.
My only problem was lack of enough time to play

enough to get addicted to it!
More information from Per's website at:

hft p://knoware.mysite.freese rve.co m

TURBO 4c91
A beta test version of Turbo compiler v4c21 is
just available from John Sadler's SQLUG websile
at the time of writing George Gwilt has been
working on what many saw as perhaps Turbo's
one major restriction namely that parameters t0
procedures were passed by value, nol by refe-
rence, unless you explicitly used the RIFERINCt
directive to bypass this, which of course needed
specific changes to programs in order lo be
compiled correctly lurbo 4c21 now allows you to
pass parameters by reference in the normal way.

The second testing version {v4b21} of lurbo cor-
rected a fault in the earlier version which oc-
curred wilh a program using MANIFEST The ver-
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sion 4b21, as did the previous one, allows para-

meters to be passed by "reierence" so thal new
values can be set by lhe machine code routine. lt
also allows the passing of arrays to machine
code procedures and functions.
George Gwilt would be glad of any feedback so
that a final version can be produced.

ELECTION
Oh no, politics even finds iis way to the QL
scene! Geoff Wicks writes;
"As the UK election campaign now seems to
have started {election date set at 05/05/05, now
there's a magic number!), I have reinstalled my
election analysis program 0n my web site.

New is a pointer driven GD2 colour version of the
program. To run this you will need a minimum
screen resolution of 800 x 600.
http:l/members. lycos.co. u k/g eoffwickslelection. htm

The haters of politics will be pleased to know
that as soon as I had uploaded the page, Lycos
attached a paint-balling advert to it Who will take
the challenge on? lt would beat throwing eggs al
John Prescott any dayl"
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Elecfion program web page

(For anyone not aware of what Geoff is referring
to the British deputy prime minrster John Pres-
cott has been the victim of foods thrown at him
and got Into fisticuffs with protesters over the
yearsl)

QL TODAY INDEX
Thanks to Brran Kemmett, I have added a set of
index fiies for QL Today volumes 5-B onto my
website This adds lo the existing indexes for
volumes i-4 Brian has kindly offered to try to
add an index to volume 9 when complete
These are available in both plain text and Word
DOC file versions for ycu to print ofl

The web page address is,

hftp:l/home pages.lesco.neUdilwyn. jones/qltod ayl
qltoday.html

QL SHOWS WEBSITE
Gecff Wicks wriles'
I have now added a QL shows page to my
website:
http:/lmembe rs. lycos.co.uk/geoftuicks/ qlshow htm

tr' ::

QL SHOW PAGE
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This gives a lisl of already planned shows, plus
the most likely dates of other shows. You can
also download the QL shows planner as a .pdf
document The planner will be updated bimon{hly
to co-incide with the copy date of the Quanta
Magazrne and will probably also go onto the
Quanta website.
Please keep in touch if you are planning a show
and please send me details of any website about
your show as I can then add a link on my shows
page

There are two shows in which I have a special
interest:

EINDHOVEN l8th JUNE

Siel vd Molegraaf has given this the litle of the
"Q12004 Afler-Glow Show" Our idea is that one
of the great successes o{ Q12004 was to get
most of the QL Developers together: This seems
to have stimulated a lot of further development
activity. tindhoven is an easy centre for most
developers to come together and we would like
to repeat the experience allhough on a smaller
scale this year lt would be a good chance to
come logether to brainstorm and meet sociaily
How many people would be interestedr What
would you like as activities?

5
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PORTSMOUTH 2gth/30th OCTOBFR
This is this year's big one and Quanta has a top
notch team to run it Roy Brereton ol Q12000
fame is the General Organiser Geoff Wicks of
Q12004 lame is the Programme Organiser and
Sarah Gilprn of Manchester show fame will

organise the "Ladies" programme

i have severai ideas for the aclivily programme
that I am keeping under wraps until the Hove
Show At Hove we intend to have an informal
meeting (ie not part of the formal AGM] to
discuss what members and non-members would
like to see al Portsmouth We are also happy to
accept ideas via email, snailmail or lelephone
from members and non-mernbers of Quanta who
cannot make it to Portsmouth.
I hope to describe ideas for bolh shows in more
detail in the next QL Today and also to set up a
Porlsmouth webpage shortly af ter the Hove
AGhI
We have set up a webpage for the Eindhoven
show in June. The page is already online.
http:llmembers.lycos.co. uk/geoffu icks/afterglow.htm

lf anyone has a paper copy and would like to get
the CD copy instead, then there could be a

market for second hand copies of the original
printed version, amongst those who do not have
a PC to read the CD-ROM

EPSON PRINTERS
Rich Mellor and Derek Stewart now have the
following second hand printers for sale all QL
compatible unless olherwise stated:
26 x tpson 850 Colcur lnkjet printers {this is what
Rich Mellor uses)
I x Epson C70 Colour lnkjet Printer (not QL
compatible)
3 x Epson 440 lnkjet printers

3 x Epson 500 lnkjet printers
2 x Canon BJ10 in cases and with paper feeder
all working
1 x Canon BJC200 lust needs lnk cartridges
1 x Kodak 200 prin{er lrke a lexmark but with a

compact flash reader - no ink carlridges
1 x Lexmark ZII'no ink cartridges
The prinlers will be cleaned and tested prior to
shipping We are offering the tpson B50s for t35
each plus [t5 p&p {within the UK), wihout any ink

carlridges (as the ink tends to leak during
carriage). We will howeve[ supply an unused set
of black and colour Epson ink cartridges for the
B50s for [10 extra at time of crdering

QEMULATOR UPDATES
from Daniele Terdina
Q-emulator 2.3.3 for Windows is now available at
http://users.infoconex.co m/dan iele/winql.html.

The update is free for registered users
Changes since last version,
- Keyboard emulation rs now compatible with
Windows dead keys when using Sinclair 0r
Minerva ROMs
- Completed keyboard emulation for non-stan-
dard QL ROMs
- Q-emulator now accepts non-standard ROMs
up to B0KB long, and expansion ROMs up to
32KB long
- Fixed microdrive copy prolection emulation {it
was lailing on fast PCs)
* lmproved user manual in PDF format (courtesy
of Phoebus Dokos)
- Added setup program to install/uninstall
Q-emuLator

A minor update to the Mac 6BK version is also
available, as Danrele was able to compile it again
by using a Mac emulator for Windows. You can
download it at
http://use rs.infoconex"co mi dan iele/MacQL.html
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AfterGlow web page

We also hope to have a webpage for QL is 21 I

hope to be able to have this online shortly after
the Quanta AGM in Aprrl

SBASIC/SUPERBASIC REFTRENCE

MANUAL
Rich Mellor wrifes:
At long last and thanks to a special filter deve-
loped by Marcel Kilgus, I have been able to
convert the whole of the SBASIC/SuperBAS|C
Reference Manual to Adobe Acrobat format.
This means that it is now available to buy on CD
at a cost ol [20 The support programs and files
will slill be provided on floppy disk together with
the CD

QL loday



Changes since last version,

- Reads frles created by the Windows version of
Q-emuLator
- Fixed microdrive copy prolection emulation {it
was failing on fasl Macs)
+-
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Oemulator in Windows

QEMUFAST
News from Daniele Terdina
QemuFast is a new Sinclair QL emulator that runs
many times faster than any other existing QL
emulator (Last time I checked, it was running 4x
faster)
Much of its code derives from Q-emulator
except for the CPU emulation that has been
completely rewritten

A prototype has been sitting on my hard drive
for a couple of years now but it has never been
merged with the standard Q-emuLator for a few
t'83S0llS:
1) Speed c0mes to the price of compatibility
Although QemuFast can already run lots of QL
soltware, compatibility with very old QL software
is reduced compared to Q-emulator and it can't
be improved by rnuch (without giving up the vast

speed advantage) Fxcellent compatibility with a

real QL rs one of lhe major goals of Q-emulator
Io be fast, QemuFast also trades off some extra
checks that Q-emulator does to tnsulate the
user against misbehaving QL so{lware It is pos-
sible for a buggy QL program to crash the
QemuFast application {but not Q-emulator)
2) The rewrite has been a major ef{ort, and
resulled in a very visible speed increase. Cou-
pled with the decreased compatibility, it would
make more sense for it to be a separate product,
with dilferent goals
3) QemuFast has not been tested extensively,
yel
4) lt doesn't still include all of the CPU emulation
optimrzations that I had originally planned

While QemuFast is still a prototype, it doesn't do
anybody any good just by continuing to sit on
my hard drive, so l've decided to release a first
alpha-quality version that can only be used uniil
the end of May 2005 lt is avaiiable t0 ail

Q-emulalor users who purchased the "Expan-

ded QL" level of registration and it can be down-
loaded by using this ltnk,

http:/lusers. infoconex.com/dan iele/win/Qem u Fast.zip

lf you don't have an 'Expanded QL" Q-emulator
registration but you want lo try QemuFast, you
may ask me for a free temporary registration
code

lf you try QemuFast, please let me know of any
problems you encounter running QL software
with it

QSTARTER
This is my first real venture into GD2 program-
ming, thanks lo the forthcoming tasyplr 4 up-

date from Marcel Kilgus. This program features a

choice of System Palette colour scheme or the
traditional QL mode 4 scheme, with scalable me-
nus for true resizing.
Although to some extent an experiment tn GD2
programming for me, the program nonetheless
has a serious use. lt is a program launcher which
searches your hard disk (or floppy disks if you
wish] for execulable program liles and displays
them in a menu for you to select whtch io exe-
cute Keep it in a QPAC2 button frame if you wish
for convenient program starting.

Download it from my usual Tesco.net website,
http://homepages.tesco.n eUd ilwyn 

" 

jones/software/

f reeware/freeware. html

T

Qemulalor in Mac environment
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Downlolad it from my usual Tesco.net website,
http://homepages.tesco.neVdilwyn.jones/software/
freeware/freeware. html

QDT
Jim Hunkins writes:
The next release of QDT rs delayed due to my
eminent move io Toronto, Canada tc accept a

new position as an architect for ATl. QDT work is
proceeding but at a slow pace during this period
bui I would hope to have the next update out by
ihe end ol May Ixpeclations are that rt will
include the much desired drag and drop
functionality, among many other improvemenls.
As soon as the move details are know they will
be posted on the QDT website and announced
here The QDT email addresses and website will
remain intact during and after lhe move.

Qsfarter one copy running in mode 4 calours,
the other in a grey Sysfem PaJeffe lheme
alfhough it may be hard fo tell them apart in
black and whitel

QFILES
A little program from Dilwyn Jones which pro-

vides a button which activates the File*Select$
menu from QMenu, and stuffs the selected filen-
ame into lhe stuffer buffer ready for retrieval with
the usual ALT SPACE keypress
Thrs program provides a convenient method o{
selecting files via the poinler driven File-Select$
menu, even if indirectly, for older non-pornter dri-
ven programs used tn the pointer envrronment.
With this litlle program you could select files from
a menu instead of typing in filenames for older
programs like Quill, for example

QL Software on the Web - Update
Rich Mellor has asked us to add details of his
adventures, games and PD software web pages
to the list of software sources that we pubiished
tn recent issues.

These sites may be found by followrng links from

the main RWAP Services home page The site
includes bolh rnformation about commercial QL
adventures and games and freeware titles which
may be downloaded Visit Rich's home page at:

www. rvvapsoftware.co. u k
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Helpline

Question, I have set up an icon
in Launchpad to start a pro-

gram which needs a specific
DAm-USt and PROG*USE
setting l've specified these in

the program properties and
when lhe program is started it
all works fine lf I swilch lo ano-
ther program, do some work
to that, then go back to the
first program, it seems a bit
confused about where to look
for rts files

Answer: Another program may
be altering the DATA-USF or
PROG-USE settings. There is

only one set of DATA*USI and
PROG-USE settings provided
by Toolkit 2 or SMSQ/E for the
whole computet, not a sepa-
rate setting for each program
as some people might prefer

Even if Launchpad sets these
correctly when your program
starts, it has no conlrol over
other programs altering the
selting There is a facility in

Launchpad to work around this
and reset the settings for a

given program Right click on
the icon for your program {i.e.

DO or press the right mouse
button while lhe pointer is over
the icon) and select the Set
And Pick command This will
"force"all the settings you spe-
cilied for you program and
jump back into your program tl

it's still running Alternatively,
pick the Sel command just to
restore the settings without
picking your program directly
Anolher option is to go into
the MyQL menli, select the
System command and manual-
ly alter the relevant settings in

there.

Question: I have some old
protected QL software, but no
longer have a QL Can I still run

these programs on any
emulators or new QL systems?

Answer, lDaniele Terdina sup-
plied the followrng in{ormationl
ln fact, Q-emuLator can run
most copy-protected QL
games (for example, the
unpalched Psion Chess 10)
But you nEed to own the
orrgrnal microdrive, have a QL
capable of readrng it, and a

way of moving files between
the QL to the PC (this usually
means a QL with a lloppy disk
interface). Q-emuLator includes
a utility to copy the copy-
protected files from microdrive
to another location while pre-

serving the copy protection
informalion

Questions? Write to Editor@QLtoday.corn

@
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Big Bangs and After-Glows
Geoff Wicks

By the time you are reading this the UK will
probably be in the midst of a General ilection
campaign, so in true politician's style, I shall starl
thrs article by rubbishing the opposilion.
Bill Gate's once sharply criticised car manufactu-
rers for their lack of imagination and innovation,
and sard they should follow lhe example of the
computer world. One car manufacturer reminded
him that Microsoft's great contribution to compu-
ting was a button marked "Start" that you used
to turn ofl the computer I have a better one than
that [very day I access a website giving the
BBC's 5 day weather forecast {or my nearest
town. There is a mass of statistical information on
this srle, but the figures are too small to read. To

make them bigger I have to click a button
marked"smaller"
The Microsoft logical thinking virus has now
crossed species and may have infected the QL
community This year in the QL world the After-
Glow will occur before and not after the Big
Bang
Getting confused? Don't blame mel Blame Sjef
vd Molengraafl This year tindhoven's internatio'
nal show will be held on l8th June and Slef
thought up the name"QL2004 After-Glow Show"
But this year rt is the UK's turn to hold the "Big

Bang" this will be Quanta's "QL is 21" show in

Portsmouth on 29th and 30th October
First tindhoven When Sjef suggested the title
"Q12004 After-Glow Show"l felt my hearl miss a

beat, because the name expressed exactly what
I would like the June Eindhoven show to be
One of the great successes o{ Q12004 was that,

for the first lime in years, we got most of the
QL's "movers and shakers" together for a hard
working day and a relaxing social evening. This
was good for the QL, because since Q12004
there has been a burst of development activity
Eindhoven is a geographically convenient centre
for QL developers to come together, and Sjef
and I want to recreate something of the Q12004
atmosphere in June allhough on a smaller scale.
Hence the name "After-Glow Show". We envi'
sage the main developers coming together for a

brainstorming session, demonstrations of some
of lhe new developments for the 'punters" and
then a meal together in the New Canton.
Please send us your reactions to this idea, and
suggestions for topics and activities This will
probably be the iast QL-Today before the show
ilself, so watch out for developments via the
QL-users email list

The 'Big Bang' this year will be the QL rs 21 two
day show in Portsmouth lt will be held in the lbis
hotel on 29th and 30th October Quanta has a

top notch team to run this shcw. Roy Brereton,
who organised Q12000, is the general organiser I

am responsible for the activity programme and
Sarah Gilpin, who has organised many Manches-
ter shows, is responsible for the so-called'Ladtes
Programme".
Producing an aclivity programme for QL is 21 will
not be easy To understand why you need to
know something aboul the UK QL scene and the
membership of Quanta The UK has always had

the highest number of QL users in the world, and
many are people who embraced the QL as a

cheap and simple way into computing. Some
have dabbled wilh simple programmtng, but for
many the QL has been a tool to follow a specia-
list interest or hobby They may not be program-
mers, bul they are doing clever things with their
QLS
The recent survey of Quanta members and other
QL users showed that just under a fifth of Quanta
members are still using bastc systems including
microdrives Extrapolaling from this it is probably
true lo say that about a third of Quanta's mem-
bers are not interested in the pointer environment,
lhe new colours or any of the recent QL
developments. At the same time probably about
the same number of members are enthusiaslic
supporters of QL development.
At Portsmouth Quanta has to cater for all of ils
members and that means an activity programme
of interest t0 both QL developers and black
boximicrodrive users. This is a iall order and is
one ol lhe reasons Quanta is carrying out a

consultation exercise to help us plan QL is 21.

The first stage of this consultalion is an informal
meeting at the Hove Show open to both Quanta
members and non-members, to discuss what
Ql-users would like to see at Portsmouth. lf you
cannot make it to Hove, then your opinions are
welcome by email, snailmail or telephone. My
contact details can be found in the Just Words!
advertisement.
At Portsmouth I am throwing oui a big challenge
to QL developers. Over the last few years and
months the QL has developed at an amazing
pace with more colours, better spriles, graphical
user inlerfaces, faster machines, new sound
possibilities, improved printer access and finaily
the holy grail of internet access. How well can
you explain to a black box user what we are
doing, and why these things are imporlant for
practically every QL user and for the survival of
the QLr
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Gee Graphicsl (on the
OL?) - Fa rt 42
H. L. Schaaf

Hyper G Graphics?
Distracted again and trying to 'procrastinate later'.
Thanks for the kind 'postcard' comments in the
QL user mail. I aiso lurk in usenet newsgroups
and noticed that Mathematica has a location
(integrals.wolfram.com) where you could have them
integrate mathematical expressions and get al-
most instant answers So I tried it with the ex-
pression we've been using for Lame curves lt
came back with a "hypergeometric equivalent'.
Whal's that and how do I make use of it? More
research is needed.

As you know the web is just the tip of the
internet and in addition to Google I've looked at
vivisimo and incy wincy as search engines to
see i{ anyone has the length and area of com-
pound Lame curves worked out. No luck so far:

Hypergeometrics is another of those things that
the great names of mathematics, Waliis (1655),
tuler {1769}, and especially Gauss (1812) knew
about long ago and the subject has enjoyed
renewed interest and development with compu-
ters in the hands of the Borwein brothers and
many others So a little challenge to myself is to

100 REMark GHS*bas
1L0 REMark HL Schaaf Mar 22, 2005
120 REMark far GG#/+2
130 :

1/r0 I{MON

l-50 PAPER 0 : INK 7 :CLS
160 PAPER #2,0 :INK #2,7 : Cr,S#0
\70 :

180 eps = 2-3L
190 :

200 get-Lame
21-0 makegrid
220 show-Larne
230 CLS#2
2/r0 hyperlame
250 quityet
260 :

270 DEFine PROCedure quityet
280 PRINT #0;\ '[R]epeat, [A]nother or fQ]uit ?'
290 REPeat again
300 ans$ = INIqEY$(-1)
310 IF ans$ ==trr: G0 T0 2l-0
32A IF ans$ =-ra': GO T0 200
330 IF ans$ -=tqt: ST0P
310 END REPeat again
350 END DEFine quityet

teach lhe QL how to do hypergeometric series
and functions.

A beginner's page at
www.webpearls.com/hypergeo
is a good starling point Fnjoy

The hypergeometric approach gets us the area
under Lame curves and the answers agree with
the Allard and Grule methods, to ai least 5 digits,
over most of the range. When we have a choice
of 3 different answers how are we to choose?
We are still looking for the length Why? Just for
Fun.

The listing GHS-bas takes Lame parameters and
puts them rnto the Gaussian hypergeometric se-
ries and gets us the area under the curve in the
first quadrant lt is set to show up to 10 by 10, but
the QL will happily campule for off"the-screen
values. The dot maker at line 850 lets us know it
is working and when done it prints out the num-
ber of terms that were used. The eval FuNction
at line 1020 lets us put in simple expressions
having no more than one operalor When I get
back to it lll add SQR-I; LN, tXPtrig functrons, etc
Thal's what I said abcut the VAL FuNction in

GGn32, early in 2003 There must be a parser
ready to use somewhere rn the vast QL software
repository Anybody know?

Next time? Maybe a new slant on getting the arc
length
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36A :

370 DEFine PR00edure show-Larne
180 AT 0,5:PRINT ' (X/' ;1amai ') ^'; lamn;
39A PRINT'+ (Y/';l-amb;t)^t;lanrnit = 1r
1.00 rNK 2
l+fi FOR x = 0 T0 lama S?EP lana/]2
420 PorNT x,f(x)
430 END FOR x
Mo rNK /+

15A FOR y = 0 T0 lamb STEP Lanb/32
460 PorNT invf(y),y
17A END FOR y
480 INK 7
490 nnO DEFine show-Lame
500 :

510 DEFine FuNction f(x)
520 REIuIark given x, find y
TA RETurn lambx( (nnS(r-( (anS(x)/1ama) ) ^l-amn) ) ^(r/ranm) 

)

540 END DEFine
550 :

560 DEFine FuNction invf(y)
570 REIuIark given y, find x
5s0 RETurn tanax( (nrS(r-{ (nsS(y)lrann) ) ^lanun) ) ^(r/ramn) 

)

590 END DEFine
600 :

610 DEFine PR0Cedure makegrid
620 L0Cal I
630 PAPER 0: INK 7
640 SCAIJ 72,-.75,-L:CIE
6ra LrNE 0,10 To 0,0 To 10,0
660 FORI= 0T010
670 CURS0R I,Ar-4,/+:PRINT I
680 LINE r, O TO r,-.25
690 CURSOR A,I,-I0,-4:PRINT I
700 LrNE 0,r ro -.25,r
7LO END FOR ]
720 END DEFine makegrid
734 :

?40 DEFine FuNction GHS(a-h,b*h, e-h, z*h)
75A sun-h = 1 : add-h = 1 : count = 0
77O REPeat series
?80 nun-h = (a*h+count)x(n-h+count)x2-1
79A den_h = (e_h+count)x(count+1)
800 add*h = add*hxnurn-h/den-h
810 suruh = suttLh + add*h
820 IF ABS(add-h) < eps : D(IT series
840 count = count + 1
850 PRINT #Ai' .' i
860 END REPeat series
8?0 PRINT #0;\count;' termsf
BB0 RETurn suruh
890 END DEFine
900 :

910 DEFine PR0Cedure hyperlame
92A g*hs = GHS(a-h,b-h, c-}l,z*h)
930 show-GHS

940 IF neqn IIiEN
9rA area = RxBx((xeqyx2xg_hs)-(xeqyxxeqy))
960 ELSE

970 area = gggx2_hxg_hs

980 END ]F
990 AT 1116: PRINT tarea = rlarea
l-000 EhlD DEFine hyperlame
1010 :
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l-020 DEFine FuNction eval{a-$)
1030 opt = tPlr INSTR n_$
1040 IF opt ?HEN
l-050 rr_$ = rr_$(r0 opt-l)&t j"L/tLr926535'&rug(opt+2 T0)
1060 END IF
l-070 rr- = rr-$
1080 opt = r/t INSTR n-$
1090 IF opt : rL- = rr-$( 1T0 opt-l) ,/ rr-$(opt+1 T0)
1100 opt = '*tINSTR n-$
1110 IF opt : n- = rr-$(1 T0 opt-l) x 1$(opt+1 T0)
7120 opt = '+'trNSTR n-$
1130 IF opt : n- = n-$(1 T0 opt*1) + n_$(opt+l r0)
1140 opt = '*IINSTR rr-$
7150 IP opt>1: n- = n-$(1 T0 opt-L) - n-$(opt+l T0)
l-160 RETurn n*
1170 END DEFine
1180 :

1190 DEFine PR0Cedure get-Lame
l-200 reQrrl:0:area=0
72L0 INPUT ' Lame-el- (horizontal exponent) ' ; h$
1220 larnn - evat(tn$)
L23O INPUT ' Lame-e2 (vertical exponent) ' ;1m$
].240 lann = eval(tm$)
7250 INPUT ' Lame-a (horizontal half*axis) ';1a$
1260 lama = evat(la$)
7270 INPUT I Lame-b (vertical half-axi-s) ';1b$
1280 lamb = evaf(ru$)
].290 &-h = l/lamn
1300 b-h - -lll-amtn
13L0 c-h = r+(r/ramn)
1320 z-i:' - I
7330 AxB - lanaxlamb
1-340 RHvlark for the sSrmmetrical case
7350 IF lamn == lamrn THEN

7360 neQm : 1
U70 REI'lark x-y for midpoint
1380 xeqy = (.5) ^(r./1amn)

7390 z-h = xeqy^lamn
1/100 END IF
1410 END DEFine get_Lane
tlzj :

1430 DEFine PR0Cedure show-GHS
I/+/+0 PRINT #2; " Gaussian H5pergeometric Seriest'
7450 PRINT #2; ' 2F1( ' 1a--b1t , ';b-h; '; , ie-hi, i , ;z*hi, ),
L460 PRrNT #2rr'- ';g_hs
1/+70 END DEFine show-GHS
1480 REMark end of listing GHS-bas

Bruno Coativy wrilesi

I would like to thank Norman Dunbar for his ex-
cellent article "Recursion in Assembly Language"
(QL-Today, Volume 9, lssue 5, Page 46) Nether-
theless, I disagree with him as to the use of the
LINK/UNLK (see Page 50) instructions

Norman has not taken into account lhe movable
nalure of the SuperBasic interpreter that makes
this use partrcularly unsafe This subject has al-
ready been covered in QUANTA Magazine Vo-
lume 19, lssue 10, Page 12 and Volume 19, lssue
11/12, Page 5 See also the QL Technical Guide
or the QDOS/SMS Reference Manual, 9 6 Code
Restrictions.

Another limitation to using recursive program-
ming in assembiy language lies in the fact that
the stack of the SuperBasic JOB has a qurte
limited size (128 bytes?) While QDOS knows how
to adapt this size to the interpreter's needs it
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seems there rs no known way of dcing the sarne
thing from within a CALLed code
So, in my opinion, lhe only way to run a deeply
recursive programme in assembly language un-

der QDOS is to run it from anolher JOB than

SuperBasic. ln this case, you can set up a huge

stack, memory permitting. And this time you can
use the LINKIUNLK instructions, because thts

JOB is not likely to move in memory,

Regarding the dkect question in fhe lefter

{updates 0n QDOS/SMS Reference filanual),
fhere is a small pile of collecled changes so far
bul fhe fime silualion

Jinr Hunkins, author of QDT responds lo Fer
Witles review in the previous issue:
I appreciate Per taking his time to work with QDT
and put together his review I found his approach
to the review unique and well done, considering
+l-^ ^+L^" i^+^"-^+i^^ ^"^',i^' ,^l', ^, ,hi;-h^r'l ^r ^^illc ulllgl ll llul llldiluil pr gvrutrJry vur.JilJr rcu ul uI

the web, as he pointed out
I would like to clarify and/or respond to a lew of
the points that Per brought up

On the light side, a minor clarification as to my
life at Apple Computer for the last 5 years I was
actually there in the roll of technical lead and se-
nior hardware engineer not as a software engi-
neer {would have been fun}. Howevei I have
been working wilh soltware as Per pointed out
periodically for most o{ my career and was in-

volved with Apple software to di{ferent degrees
on the system and graphics level during my stay
there.

As to lhe comment that living in sunny California
should be such a privilege lhat I should give
away QDT I should actually charge a lot more
because working on it keeps me from going out
there and enjoying the sunshine like everyone
else!
Now for some serious items...

The QDT log file is currently left open while run-
ning QDT For most users, this is transparent and
works well I was surprised by what Per is at-

ternpting (running multiple copies of QPC2 o{ lhe
same disk set) that this causes trouble with but
QL users are the creative type. Some of the rea-
sons for keeping the log file open are no longer
critical so it should be possible to close the file
when it isn't in usE. There are some polential side
effects to this but I will consider this change for
an upcoming release. Regardless of this change,
the user should be aware that only one copy of
QDT can be running at a time, due to the file and
memory sharing and message passing that it
does {some of lhe tricks that I do to put Pt

through rts paces) Since QDT is a desktop
management program, this should be a reasona-
ble restriction.

Referring to the jobs that QDT uses, a minor cor-
rection is that there is only one job per desklop
object Only if an object is executed or opened
to an open folder is a second 1ob started. Nor-
maily, I don'l recornmend clutlering the desktop
wilh too many objects, keeping it free for dcing
real work on. The user should instead take ad-

vantage of QDT being designed to use folders
extensively QDT supports folders within folders
Objects within iolders do not have separate jobs

runnrng, only objects on the desktop itself

Currently I would agree that it is confustng when
you look in your job iree and see the jobs that

QDT adds, especially with the same names A
future rev will use a new job naming convenlton
to help the user: if needed, identify which job is

associated with which oblect/foider The olher
thing on the roadnnap that will help is that QDT
will eventually have its own job management
utility This utility will allow the user to filter out
QDT system and other types of lobs, along with
including other useful functions Both OS X and
Windows has similar problems with often l00s of
jobs running, mostiy for sysiem level work that
the user doesn't care about I wculd consider
most QDT jobs to fall into this type of category
so the filtering lhem out in the ulility matches
exactly what these other OS's do

Looking at the number of Jobs, early testing
during the development of the archilecture for
QDT showed that system overhead for this situa-
tion was virtually non-existent in the pointer envi-
ronment Mosl of the QDT jobs are actually held
in a wait state (suspended) until messages or
mouse clicks get passed to them.

There is an overhead to loading the desktop for
the first time due to the jobs which I am not hap-
py with, but il is part ol SMSQ/E, not QDT Many
users avoid this by lust keeping QDT running and
are therelore not af fected by this 0n a

day-by'day basis I understand that Roy doesn't
close QDT down and has no problems with it
kept open QDT has gone through quite a bit of
debugging and work to make sure that there are
no memory escapes, etc. that plague some pro-
grams if left running too long)

QDT does take up memory as il runs. My per-
sonal running version right now is using iust
about 1 M of memory. Since most QDT com-
patible systems do have 4+ M of memory, this is

not that bad lt should be noted lhat, while not
everything is yet functionai in QDT its core is a

substantrally large and complex program, what
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with all the graphics and new functions put on
top of the pointer environment. There isn't much
that can be done to get around ihis. I do have on
my lisl lo do more shared code and oiher optimi-
zations but the priorities are in favor of new {unc-
tionality before reducing lhe memory footprint,
since this footprint should not have a negative
rmpact for most QDT users
My last note for now Per stated a very true fact
thal for a new user with 'anything less than an
Aurora', selting up the environment for QDT
would be very difficult. This is true especially
since QDT requires an Aurora or other equivalent
capabilities to support the graphics {it will not run
with anything less capable than lhe Aurora) ln

realily, if a user sets lhe minimal Pt setup in their
boot file, lhen the QDT setup does take care of
everything else. lt even tells the user what to add
to his/her boot file il it finds something missing
and can'l handle it automatically
Again, I want to express my appreciation to
those who have taken their time to test and write
about QDT All this input will hopefully be useful
for the various readers and I do carefully review
all comments tc look for things that I can either
clarify or add to the feature list of QDT
I am lookins lorward to hearinp more feedback"""""e'
and requests.

Richard W. Parket Jr wrifes:
QL Today Publishers, Jochen, Dilwyn and Bruce,
and all your helpers, this last issue was a great
one QLT is my life line tothe QL world and I

appreciate your efforts to keep us Qling and up
to date, immensely" The news on QPCPrinl was
welcome and longed for as ny QPC2 is just a
toy now Thank goodness my old QL still runs
well, but its only output is the old 9-pin Sinclair
printer
Roy Wood's "[ssenlial lnformation" is a needed
series, once in a while, to keep all the available
QL stuff in contexl and bring us"outbackers'into
the currenl QL world l'll probably reread that
series several times
l'll miss the 6th issue but have no problem with
your reasoning for just doing 5 Going into a 10th
year is something to be very proud about,
especially considering the shorter life span of
your glossy predecessors. I agree thal you don't
need the fruslration and worry of trying to pull

the summer issue out of a hal.

Congratulation and thanks

... and thank yau all for writing fo us - we haye
not had a lefter-box section for quife a while.
Anrl rrn$r nneifirrp pneorrncind f aodhark

'6"'6
more of thaf, please ; -)

Scaling in EasyPTR 4
Dilwyn Jones

Marcel Kilgus has put in a lot of work on [asyptr
to get object scaling flags working (among other
lhingsl) so that we can create scalable menus
with tasyptr l've been learning to use it and
here's my findings to help anyone struggling with
it, or who'd like to use it but maybe doesn't have
the time to learn by playing with it

Obviously, feedback, corrections, improvements
etc welcome. This is based on a lew days of
playing and little documentation and examples,
so may not be wholly correct, or there may be
ways of improving the examples given and I don't
mind being told thatl
ln older versions of tasyptr the only slandard
way of resizing menus was to create multiple
de{initions. lf your computer has QL, tGA, VGA
and SVGA screen modes available, you had to
creale four different sized versions of the same
menu and include all four menus in your program
and write code to selecl the appropriate
definition for whatever screen resolution you
used at the time You can still do that, and
programs which work like that will still work, but

there is now an extra method which can work
ralher better and is certainly more flexible in

terms of sizes you can scale menus by
specifying a minimum size and how objects such
as loose items, informalion windows and
application windows are resized when the outline
itself is resized
I created a menu with 4 loose items and a title
information window across the top, an application
window in the cenlre of the menu and frnally one
loose item at the bottom Why choose this layout
will hopef ully become clear when we start
scaling elements.

LIl - LI3 ' if i$ffi ' LI3 LI4

gH
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(ASCII diagram on the next page)
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The actual size of 200x100 is, strictly speaking,
the size of the area inside the border ie it does
NOT include any border around the menu or any
shadow under and to the right of the menu So if
you have a border width of 1 and shadow depth
ol 2, a menu of size 512x256 will nol fit in a

512x256 QL displayl l've used 200x100 simply to
use nrce round figures to make calculations of
changed sizes easierl
Figure 1 above shows the original size of menu,
the smallest size it can go.
Before we go any further I should note thai
scaling works with reference to the change in

width and height of the menu lf you think about
it, it's just about the only sensible way of doing
thingsl lf a menu changes from 200 pixels wide
to 400 pixels wide, the horizontal scalrng is best
thought ol as a change of 200 pixels not neces-
sarily as doubling or any percentage as such.
Within Easymenu we set scaling flags which will
cause size or origin to be changed by 1,4, 12,3 4

or 1,1 of the change in widlh in pixels So if width
changes by 200 pixels, anything with a scale flag
of 1'4 would change by a quarter of that 200
pixel size change Anythrng with a scale flag of
1,2 would change by half that 200 pixel size
change Anything with a scaling flag of 1,1 would
change by the lull 200 pixels size change The
relevance of the four possible scale values will
hopefull become clear when we discuss posi-
tions.

First of all, we'll scale the origins for everything
1'1 and see what happens when we double the
menu size This alters the width by 200 pixels
across and 100 pixels down, so 1,1 scaling adds
200 pixels to the origin of everything across, 100
pixels to the origin ol everything down The
resulls are in figure 2.

LT'

I

Application Window 1

LI'

Figure 1' Original size menu

Loose items 1 to 4 represent a pretty normal row
of loose items across the top of the menu - often
they'd be Move, Resize, Sleep and ESC for
example. lnformation Window 1 is centred across
the top as a title, Ll2 is about a quarter of the
way across and Ll3 is about 314 ol the way
across. Lll is near the left edge, and Ll4 is near
the right hand side ol the menu
This positioning of the items across the top is
pretty important for the explanation of fhe difle-
rent scaling values. When the menu is resized,
they do not need to move down, but they do
need to move across in such a way that loose
item 4 needs to end up towards the right of the
menu after resizing, information window I needs
to remain pretty centred and Ll2 and Ll3 need lo
end up about a quarter and three quarter the
way across. The loose items should not change
srze. The title window can either stay the same
size or be scaled, either way it should stay
centred in the same verlical positron.

Application window I will be resized to take ad-
vantage of an enlarged menu to display more of
the application window
menu {e g a list of files}
Its origin (top left) stays
where it is.

L15 is not to be resized
(it's an 'OK' loose item)
but it will need to be
moved when the menu is
resized otherwise it'll get
hidden by the enlarged
application window
We'll start off with a menu
200 pixels across and
100 pixels down This is

referred to as the 'mini-

mum size' lt will never get smaller than thrs and
all resizing is done with reference to this slze

I Information window 1
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A UK 4-way bailing saeket designed to s*riteh alf
comFutef, periph*als autamatie ally whcn the
computer is s*dtched off, or (in the case of an ATX
computer) whtrr it auto-powtrc dorrn. Compswife&
has one conksl socket, and three sy.itehed sackets.
Can be used with ligh#hifiimonitors-ie a QL
monitor can tre used as a fiiritch control.

cort f24

Sr.enmnisq--
Up ts S mbyte af flash memory for the QL

-A srnall plug in eireuit for the QL's ROIVI port {or
Aurora) g;lving 2, 4 or I mSfies of p*rrnanenl storage -
it can be lhought of as a portable hard disk on a card,
and reads at so$ls 2 mbytes p* seeond.
Think of it - you could fully boot an er<panded QL,
ineluding all drivers/SM$Q etc off RornDirq at hard
disk speed with only a memory elpansion needed.

2 mbytes RomDi*q............939 {140/l4U
4mbytes RomDisq... .,.. " ..... -f,65 (f 66/S67)
I mbytes RomDisq..........f,98 (fS9/5i 00)

Aurora adaptor.... ".............,...fl3 (I3. 5 01f4)
suuerrrermes

A mnjor hardware upgrnde for the QL
AII Hernes features (working serllZ at 19200,
independent baud rateg/de-bounced keybcard/
keycliek) IEM AT kbd yF // HIGH SPF'En RS232 at
576S0// serial mouse port and ? othtr RS?3? inputs//
3 i/O lines /l EEPROM
1'ncttrin+lrrdinamenrrnl/cn{}rrnrc\ falal/{O?/{0?\

\E' l ejt f

iBM AT UK layout Keyboard........."."...f,l1 $i3/f15)
Serial mouse.. SS {f8.501f$i
Capslocklscrcllock LED ................... f I {f I .5 Oif 1.5 0}
Keyboard or msuse lead ............,....,., t3 {$3.50113.50}
High sp eed serial (ser3) Iead.,............ S,4 {f4.5 0/i4.5 0}

Hcrmer available fnr fi35 t{j.i6].r271 Wsrking *crldl and
indepemdent input, de&ol*lced keSrbo*rd,

SuperHe rmer LITE: Ail Herrnes features (see
above) + an IEM AT keyboard interface only"
Coet (inci keyboard lead) ......... ^,.,,.,.,... tr53 (d54/f55)

xiltrI"ar{n
"4 low profile powered backplane with R"OIVtr port

A three erq:anxio* backplure with ROM part included for
R.cmDisq etc. Arrorr crn be fitted in nstebaok case and
pawered aff single 5V rail - cantact QBrurrh for details. lba
troards (eg Arusra ard Gold Card/Super GsId Crr#Saldfire
fxed to base. $uitable fur Arrora {RGM aeesssible frum
outside) & QL motherboard in tows case. Specif RSM
facing IN tawards boards, or OLII tsrrards back efca*e.

Csct.............. .......-.............. fr34 is35/i36)

IzC INTERF'ACES
Cormects to Iklinerva MKII and any Phitipc tr?C but

Poryef Dtwgfjn[gffa6s 16 I/o linerwith 1? of t]rere umdto
cnntrnl I currEnt carrying nutFuts (rnurce nnd $ink ErpablB)
! amp (fnr B relap, rmall motorf)..................,. f40 if43l*44)
4 amp total ffor moiors etc) .......,.........,..., f45 {f4&lf 5 0}
RE|aIt (8 3a I3v Z-way mains rela!ffi (needs 2a powv
driffi)...........,. "s25 (8281€29)
Pardlel Interfsce Sives 16 input/output lines. Can be
ls ed irhererrer logic sigrals are required... -..., -.. f 25 (927/528)
Analogue Interface ciyer eight I bit rnrlrgur b digitrl
inputu {ADC) lnd tlro I bit digitd to msIcEuE rutputr
(DAC). Ured for trmp mrarurcments, rrund xffmpting {t[
5 l(ffr), xJypl*fing..... ..".........C,50 ({311{.32}

Temn nrnbe (-40oc itr +125oC)................f t0 tf,ro.s0/d,ru
CrllnEctor for lbur tEnrF prsbBs.,",....,...... S1$ Ff 0.50l€1U
Dntr rhr88...". ...J.9 (52.501f,,31
Cuntucl loftffar: & mnnual (for all lif]....,,...S2 (d'z.s$lIi{

OL REPAIRS fUI( unlvl
Fixed price for unmodified QLs, excl micrndrives. QLs

tested wifh Thom-EMI rig and ROM sslh*'are.

f;,27 incl 6 manth guarantee

Minenrn
rte OntCnVll:y*ern on

OTHER FEATURES COMMON TO ALL I/ERSIONS
nEBUGGnn opxating sy*tErrd autobsot on reset of power
failure/ Mrltiple Basici faster *cheduler- graphics (vithin
l09ro of lighhring) - sking handling/ wIIm{ ERROR,T zrd
screexil TR.ACE/ nnn-English keyboard drivers/ "ryarm"
fast reset. Vl.S? trith split OUTFUT brud rates (+ Ilermes)
& bdlt in $Iultibrsis.

First upgrade free. Ot}erwire sEnd f,l (+d5 fur manual il requd).
Send dirk plus SAE Er two ftCs

tr,Iril...s40 (€41/f43) Mr{rr...$65 (f;6$/$5?}

trIIINERIIA RTC $!IKII) + batteryfor25d byter ram.
CRllSHpnOsI. ctocli &. IrC bur for intrrtacinB. Ctrn
sutoboot from batbrTbasked ram, Qdrk rtart-up,

NT, SIIARNS

Paymnt by cheqw dm an bs& with UK
SAE r IRC fqr frrll lirt ad def ilg 

?!. Fet IS

priEs imlugE Fsrbge ud Fnrkfu€ $imil **rere applirable) Fri*s m: LJK {Eurpe lBert nfwrld}.
adrlr:r:,lp*tal *tlsr !r CASH! I rm no brger acsepl crd pl,menb ro IJK unly il*x PDQ bzn*xtbn.
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Ll3 should end up 314 at lhe way across lt's
about 150 pixels across the original menu, we'll
need it to be about 300 pixels across the
double-sized menu. So it needs to move by
aboul 150 out of the 200 pixel increase in menu
width, or about 3,4 in ratio terms. So we set a

scale flag value of 3 for a 3,4 scaling
Ll4 should end up at the right hand end cf the
menu. So it needs to move by around the same
number of pixels as the change in width of the
menu. So we scale its origin by 1,1.

lf you are mathematically inclined, you'll find this
fairly easy, moving things by a proportion of the
change rn size to maintain the relative positions.
It's a bit hard to visualise at first, so what I do is
take example menu sizes and write down the old
and new positions and sizes in pixel values to
help me determine the correcl scaling flags to
use. A bit of lrial and error and a few ugly menus
later and you soon get the hang of il
Ll5 needs to end up at the bottom of the menu
and hallway across. So it needs to move down
by the same number of pixels as the increase in

menu height {1:1) and needs to remain centred, so
for every pixel increase in width it needs to move
across by half a pixel lt was about 100 pixels
across a 200 pixel wide menu originally, and in

the new menu will need to be about 200 pixels
across a 400 pixel menu, an offset o{ 100 pixels
across {half the change in width} So we give ii
an x scale flag value of 2 {l2l and y scale value
of 4 {1'1}
The application window needs to grow to fit the
space available, but as we aren't changing the
size o{ the top row of loose items and title in{o
window, its origin can stay in the same place. So
we give both x and y origin a scale flag value o{
0 each Width and height of the application
window can grow by the same amount as the
change in menu size So the scaling flag value
for both width and height is sel at 4 (1'1) for the
application window

LI'

Application liiadov 1

Figure 2: Doubling outline width and height and scafing x

and y origins of rnenu elernenls

0h dear Nol a pretty sighl Nol quite what we
her,i in minrltluu llt tt|tlu,

Fverything just got shoved over down and to the
right
It's not that simple after all

Some of the ilems have to have lhe same ori-
gins and need to change size, others just need
to be repositioned, so let's look on a case by
case basis what's needed for each item.
lf we scale both the origins and sizes, we'll run
into even bigger problems - in addition to being
bottom right of the menu, anything resized might
well be too big to fit on lhe menu and may cause
an erro[
All loose items should stay the same size when
lhe menu size changes, we just need to decide il
where and how to move them. So we set scale
flags for width and height to 0 {no change in

width or height when the menu is resized)
Lll should stay in the same position {top ieft) So
we can set its x and y origin scale llags to 0.

Ll2 should be about a quarter of the way across
the resized menu. lf we scaled ils
origin 1'1 it would move 200 pixels
to the right {200 pixels is the
horrzontal change of size) meaning
it would end up 250 pixels across
the menu. Too far A quarter of the
way across the reized 400 pixei
wide menu is about 100 pixels
across. lt used to be about 50
pixels across. We will want it to be
about 100 pixels across {a quarter
way across the new menu size).
50l2AA prxels is 1/4, so we use i:4
scaling for the origin of Ll2 This is
scale flag value 1

LI'
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Thus you can see that there are
two ways to maintain centering
of an item:

{a} if its width does not change,
set widih scale flag lo 0 and
x origin scale flag Ia 2 {L2
scaling of origin)

(b) if its origin is to stay in lhe
same place, make its widlh
grow 1:1 {width scale flag
value 4) wiih the change in
width of the lmenu itsell

The same principle applies to ver-
lical positioning/centering if your
program uses vertical columns of
loose items rather than the usual
horizonlal rows, although this is

obviously less common.

Application Windo$r 1

LI5

Figure 3' lhe desired perfectly proporlioned resulll

Figure 3 shows the new menu size and layout I

herl in minrl lt'c nnlrr rn av rmn]a - in nrrctinar iuu rr l r rilr ru, r( J ur [y ur r un qrrrvru lr l Pruu{ruu
you'll obviously come up with something tidier
for your programs, hopelully this illustrates the
points I was trying to make that:

[a) which scaling flag value is used for an ele-
ment depends on what end results you want
to achieve, and

(b) each and every element in a menu can have
its own set of 4 scaling flags and all need not
be the samel

(c) sometimes, only origins need change, some-
times only width and/or height need change

ln the example above, the title window is simply
repositioned centrally in the resized menu. lt
might look better if it grew with the menu,
especially if your colour scheme includes a
different trtle coiour across the top of the menu.
Here's one suggestion for how to achieve lhis.
Simply make the origin stay where it was and
make the title grow in proportion to the change
in menu widthl lf the title window is 40 pixels
wide in the smallest menu, that leaves 160 pixels
outside it or B0 on each side ln other words, its
origin is B0 pixels across the menu lf it stays B0
pixels from the left when the menu grows lrom
200 pixels wide to 400 pixels wide, we simply
add the full 200 pixels size change it it ln other
words, we set the origin scaling to flag value 0
for x and y, height does not change so that also
gets a scale flag value ol 0, but the width chan-
ges 1,1 with the change in menu width
So it gets a scale flag value of 4 for the info
window width

Obviously, how you approach scaling is ultimately
up to you within the context of what you want to
achieve with your menus. The things to be care-
ful with are,
I lt is normally not a good idea to scale both ori-

gin and size 1,1 at the same time Something
may fall out of range, whether a window
becomes loo wide and too far over to the
right or too lar down to fit in your menu, or
even fit on the screenl

2 When resized, will any resized element acci-
dentally cover something else? ln the example
above, if the application window grows taller
but loose item 5 stays in the same position,
both will overlap and loose ilem 5 may be
hidden, so we had to scale its origin vertically
to allow for that as well as scaling horizontally
to mainlain centering. tqually, if we resize the
title window across the top, be careful that
the loose items to the right ol it don't get
hidden by it!

Setting Scale Flags ln Easymenu
Assuming you have a version of Easymenu
which permits the use of the scale {lags (v4 01 or
later version number is shown at the bottom of
the main Easymenu display, or when con{iguring
fasymenu with Config or MenuConlig programs),

here is how to set ihem in Easymenu.
Simply enter the list display for the element in
question. From fasymenu's main menu, select the
"Loose item" command, then right click or left
click {depending on how con{igured) on the
Change command to bring up the list display as
shown in Figure 4
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The scaling flag values possible
are as follows,
0 = no scaling (no change in value
when menu is resized)
i = scale this element by 1:4 with
reference to menu size change
2 = scale this element by 1:2 with
reference tc menu size change
3 = scale thrs element by 3:4 with
reference to menu size change
4 = scale this elemenl by 1:1 with
reference to menu size change

Figure 4: Menu rlem List, showing where scale llag values

are entered.

This is the same as in older versions of tasy-
menu, but the previously unusable narrow boxes
to the left of each of the 4 columns of values you
could enler values into are now usable. There is

only roorn for one digit which must be a value
from 0 to 4 inclusive. lb enter them, you simply
click in the box for the entry you wish to change
Some people never use this screen - they simply
design menus by dragging the corners etc in the
visual editing of menus. To set scaling flag
values, you need to know how to use ihis
screen.
The numbers in the column under the heading
"No." re{er to the item numbet in this example we
see the firsl four loose items. The values under X

are the loose item wrdths the ones under Y are
the loose rtem heights, and X0 & Y0 are the
origin co-ordinates within the menu The "Object"

column simply shows the first few characters of a
text object, 0r spr il the object is a sprite, for
example lf trying lo reach an inlormation object,
you'd have to select the information window
number by clicking on the item number rn the left
hand column then click on the Select command
al the top to reach the list of info objects {or that
info window (an info window can have more than
one rnfo objecl of course).

For large, complex menus entering scaling flags
in this way can be very tedious, since there are 4
llag values for each and every item in the menu.
My only answers to this are,
1 Flag values default to 0, no scaling, which is

often the value of the majority of flags in a

menu.
2. Which is more tedious, entering them here or

designing multiple versions o{ each menu in

diflerent sizes, as you used to have to before
Marcel implemented scaling flags?

\(/riting A Program To Use Scaling
Men us
All this theory is great {light bedtime reading?lz),
how do we write a BAS|C program to make use
of the scaling flags?
Speci{ying a new size is quite easy, using an
existing version of the MDRAW command to set
up and draw the menu. The full syntax of this
command is,

MDRAW #eh%, menuname, xposlo, Jpas%, xsize%,
ystze/"

#enf" is the basic window channel number in

which the menu is to be drawn.
menuname" is the name or filename or even

address of the menu definilion lf loaded from
disk, it should be a full filename such as
"ram1-mymenu-men", or the simple menu name if
appended to one of the Easyptr extensions files
("mymenu"), or the address of the menu definition
can also be used if required
xposS and ypos/o are the origin co-ordinates of
lhe menu Usually, this will be allowed to set its
own existing value rather than forcing it to a
given part of the screen. ln our examples, we'll
set these to -1 to indicate no change of positron.
xsizefr,ysize/o are the new width and height
respectively of the menu.

lf all you want to do is to make the menu as large
as possible io fit the existing screen mode,
check the screen width and height with
SCR-XLIM and SCR-YLIM extensions in SBASIC
(or use my DISPLAY-CDE exlensions from a
previous QL Today if you want your program to
work on QDOS as well) and pass lhe new size lo
the MDRAW command,
1000 xsize% = SCR-XLIM

1010 ysize% = SCR-YLIM

1020 I{DRAU #0, menuname, -1.,*1, xsize$, ysize%
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Obviously, you need to allow for any border and
shadow, which reduces the available screen area
for the menu itself {remember that the size is ac
tually the size inside the border)
This sorl of technique could also be used where
you want to offer the user a limited range of
menu sizes, e g a game where the board size
depends on the dispiay size selecied, bui only a
iimited number of board srzes are available, e.g.
4x4 squares, BxB squares and so on. ln this case,
you'd check the screen sizes if any of the possi-
ble selections are greater than the minimum QL
screen size o{ 512x256, then cycle through the
selection of sizes when the user clicks on a
"resize" icon. lf three menu sizes are available, ali

of which fit in the minimum possible screen sizes,

100 board-size = l- : REMark s izes 1, 2 and I available

2000 DEFlne PROCedure Select--lrlew-3oard_S ize
2010 board-size = board*size + 1
2020 IF board*size , 3 THEN board-size = l"

2030 SELect 0N board-size
2040 =1 : xsize = L28 : ysize = 64
2A5A =2 z xsize = 792 : Ysize = 96
2060 =J : xsize = 256 : ysize - 128
20?0 END SElect
2080 I'fDRAW #channel%, rtn;rmenun 

, -1, *1, xs ize, ys ize
2090 END DOFine Select-Jdew-3oard Size

Most programs will need "dynamic resizing"
where you click on a "resize" icon, a symbol ap-
pears and depending on where you drag and
drop this symbol a new menu size is calculated
and redrawn as close to that size as posstble.
This is a bit more complex and is best illustrated
with a little program lo drive the menu we de-
scribed above. lf we assume that the loose items
have the following functions'
Lll: Move {moves the menu around the screen

wtthout changing iis size)
Ll2: Resize
Ll3: Sleep in button frame
Ll4, tSC {exit from the program)
Ll5, Any other functionl

tasyptr menus will automatically use a system
move i{ you set the action code for the loose
item as the number 5. Alternatively, set a different
selection key and use the WMOV *channel?o

command to call the move routine. lf no new
position is sel in lhis command, if the parameter
is sel as -1, it calls the window move routine

{window manager move options - drag by outline
or drag by window if on a system with Window
Manager 2, depending on how SMSQ/I is confi-
gured) Thus the command
IJMOV #channel%, *L

allows use of the Window Manager window
move routine. Whether you set action code 5 for
automalic move or use WMOV depends on what
your program does. lf clicking on the Move icon
only needs a simple move, set action code 5 for
the loose item and it's all done for you, but if
your program needs to take other action before
or after the move [eg MW-LlNKing of windows)
you can use WMOV as well.

Dynamic resizing requires the following sleps:
1. Get the menu size. The best way is to use the

PVAL command after an MCALL lo return the
relevant values.

2 Use the WSIZE command to call the resizing
routine and relurn the size change as its 2nd
and 3rd paarmeters

3 Add the width change to the existing width to
set the new menu size Subtract the height
change frorn the exrsting height

4. MCLFAR to remove the old size o{ rnenu from
the screen

5 MDRAW the menu with the new size
parameters.

Let's turn this into a working routine.
l-00 REMark demonstration of resizing - needs

scaling--rnen in rarnl*
110 DIM result%(16) : REMark results from PVAL

below
120 REMark open e window channel for this nenu
130 channel = F0PEN("cor1_")
t*A :

150 REMark draw in original size fi.rst
160 IvDRAlf#ch, rraml scalingJenr
170 :

180 REPeat progran
190 num - MCALL(#chanael)
200 SELect 0N num
2L0 =-1 : REMark move
224
230

1,lM0V #eh
=-2 : BXMark reslze

Z4O PVAL #eh%,j".esult% : REMark get
result of pointer request

250 WSIZE #channel,xfi,y$ : REMark
resi-ze, size changed returned in
x%,y%

260 xsize% = resultf(B) + xf, :

REMark new wldth
270 ysize% - result6(9) - y% :

REMark new height
280 MCLEAR #channel : REMark remove

o1d size versi"on
290 I'{DBAW #channe1,

t raml-scaling-Jenr, -1r-7,
xsizefr,ysizeg : REMark redraw

300 =-J : REMark button sleep-automatic if
action cocle = 7

310 =-4 : EXI? program : REMark ESC

324 =-) : REMark 0K*anything you 1i,ke!
330 END SEIect
3,40 nND REPeat program
350 MCLEAR #ch
360 CL0SE #ch
370 CLAMP

ry Q'Lfiodoy 21 
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The part we are interested in is lines 230 to 290
Line 240 calls PVAL to get the result of the
pointer requesl. lt returns an array iwhich should
be pre-dimensioned, see line 110) of 16 or more
values, the ones we are interested in are
elements B and 9 which return the window width
and height respectively before resizing
Line 250 calls the WSIZI command to do the
resizing by moving a resrze icon around the
screen under pointer control. WSIZE is a new
extension in Easyptr 4. li takes a channel number
parameter and two rnteger variable parameters
into which the size change is returned.
Lines 260 and 210 calculate the new menu sizes
by addinglsubtracting them tolfrom the size
returned by PVAL before WSIZE was called Note
how it's "+x?o"in fine 260 and "-y?o' in line 270.
Line 280 gets rid of the old size menu
Line 290 draws the new size of the menu
Note that when resizing, it is possible to change
height, width or both Your program and menu

design should be able to cope wilh the resultant
sizes, be they tall and thin or short and wide! This
method gives much more flexibility and choice o{
sizes than providrng a selection of pre-defined
sizes in lhe old way with Easymenu.
I hope that this little tutorial on resizing in the new
version of Easyptr has been of help. lt sets out to
chronicle how I went from scmeone who had no
experience of using menu scaling before to
becoming fairly confident in iis use. Now excuse
me, I have a new toy and need to go away and
redesign some of my older programs lo use thrs
new and much improved facilityl
Please note: lhe facilities described above, such
as scaling flags and in particular the new variant
of the WMOV command (WMOV -1) are only
available in new releases of [asyptr 4. They are
nol usable in Easyptr 3 Per Witte has written
roulines to allow use of scale flags with menus
generated by Easyptr 3 and these are available
from his usual Knoware website.

Keyboards - the rnissing bit
George Gwill

I t^-^ ;^ !L^ *:^^:^^ I:^r:^^ r-^^ I^^r :^^,.^ j^ 
^-r:^t^ TL^ t^^+ l:^Here rs ine mrssrng ilsirng ir0m rasi rssue s aritcte I ne rasi ilne was mrssing.

Table F

Selling Program

1-000 REMark - Set private keyboard tables
1010 :

1020 fch = F0P*OVER (ram1-kbd1)
1022 :

1-:032 I,IPUT #fch, 4, 642
!042 :

1210 BPUT #fch, 0r$18, trt rt2r r'3"'4"r5"'6"'Tr rrBr r'9" r0r, r-r r,-, r$c2r$09
1220 BPUT #fcnr tQtrtwtrtet, rrr, rttrtyt, rur, ritrtotrtptrtItrt]tr$0A, 0,rar, rsr
l_210 BPUT #fch, tdrr rf trtgrrthtrtjtrtktrtltr titr$27r$9F, 0rt#, ,,2, , f xr, rcrrrvl
1240 BPUT #fch, tbtrtntrtr]tr r r, ,r.r r, /, , 0rt*r, 0rr ,r$E0r$E8r$ECr$FOr$F4r$FB

1250 BPUT #feh, $EA,$EEr$F2r$F6r$FA, 0r$F9, 17t rt8'r'9',t*t,t4','5', r(;r, r+t, rlr
1260 BPUT #fch, '2"'3trt0trt.t, 3r,/, rr\t, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0r$0A, 0, 0, 0
1270 BPUT #feh, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$89,$ED,$C1,$D0,$D5, 0,$C0, 0,$CB, 0,9C9
1280 BPUT #feh, $DB,$DD,$FC,$CA, 0,$D3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$0A, 0, 0, 0
L290 :

1300 BPUT #fdn, 0,$7F,tIr,iltt,ttt,,$,,,%r,r^r,r&r,!t(t,t(t,t)t,t_t,t*t,$c6,$FD
1310 BPUT #fch, rQr, rllrrtEtrrRtrtTtr ryrr rurrtr,r r0rr rPtrt{trt}tr$FE, 0, rArr rsr
1320 BPUT #fch, iDr, rFtrtGrrtHrr rJrrtKt, rlrr r.trt@tr$85, 0, r -r ,rz, , rxrr rcrr rvr
1310 BPUT #fch, rBr, tNtr tMtr t, ,r trtrt?t, 0r t*t, 0r$FCr$n/rr$EArsEEr$F2r$F6r$FA
1340 BPUT #fch, $EAr$EE,$F2,$F6,$FA, 0,$FB,t7r,tB"rgr, t-1 ,14"'5" r6r, r+r, r1r
1350 BPUT #fch, '2' ,t3r,t0,,t.t,$A3, 0,t I r,$DF,$E1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
1360 BPUT #fctt, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$EB,$EF,$c5,$D4.,$D5, 0,$C4., O,$CC, 0,$CD
1370 BPUT #feh, $DC,$DD,$FC,$CE, 0,$D7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O,$FE, 0, 0, 0
1380 :

U90 BPUT #fch, $FF,$80,$91,E92,$93,$94,$95,$96,$97,$98,$99,$90,$8D,$9D,$C2,$09
1/t,00 Bpur #feh, 911, g1z, gOi,912, $11r,919, $1r, $09, gOF,910, $BB, '0' , $0A, 0,901, g1j
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1410 BPUT #fch,
1420 BPUT #fch,
1430 BPUT #fch,
1440 BPUT #feh,
1450 BPUT #fch,
1460 BPUT #fcn,
]+70 :

1480 BPUT #feh,
r-490 BPUT #fch,
1500 BPUT #fch,
1510 BPUT #fch,
1520 BPUT #fch,
1rl0 BPUT #feh,
1540 BPUT #fch,
1550 BPUT #feh,
1560 :

1570 REMark
1620 :

1630 BPUT #fdn,
16/i0 BPUT #fc]n,
1650 BPUT #fch,
1660 BPUT #fch,
l l. rrn DDIIT #fahMV !A U|ttVU,

1680 BPUT #fcln,
l-690 BPUT #fch,
1700 BPUT #fch,
1710 :

1720 FOR x=1
1r72i fT flQF#fnhr l r)v vlvvlrr r vu

$0/r,$06,$07,$08,$0A,$08,$0C,$98'$87, 0, 0, 0,$1A,$18,$03,$16
$02, $08, $0D, $gc, $gE, $BF, 0, '*' , 0, $FF, $82, $89, $ED, $Fl-, $F5, $F9
$D1,$DJ,$D7,$Dg,$DB, 0,$F9, '7' ,'B' ,'9' ,t-t ,t4' ,'5' , '6r, r+r, r1r
t2trt3rrrOtr'.', 3, 0rt\'r$DFr$E1, 0, a, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$Eg,$ED,$c3,$D2,$D7, 0,$c2, 0,$cA, 0,$cB
$DA,$DF,$FC,$CA, 0,$D3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$0A, 0, 0, 0

$FF, $1F, gB1, $A0, $83, $84, $85, $BE, $86, $8A, $88, $89, $BF, $BB, $C6, $FD
$81, $87, $A5, $82, $84, $Bg, $85, $Ag, $AF, $80, $18, $1D, $FE, 0, $A1, $83
$A4, $A6, $A7, $A8, $AA, $AB, $AC, $9A, $82, $18, 0, $7C, $BA, $88, $A3, $86
$A2,$AE,$AD,$9Cr$98,$9F, 0,'*" 0, "r$E5r$EB,$EF,$F3r$F7,$FB
$Dl-,$DJr$D?r$Dg,$DB, 0,$FB, r7"'8"r9"l*t,t 4t,' 5"t6r, r+r, r1r
tzt,t3rrtOrr'.,r$A3, 0rt\tr$DFr$El-, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0, 0, 0,sEB,$EF,$c7,$D6,$D7, 0,$c5, 0,$cE, 0,$cF
$DE,$DF,$FC,$CE, 0,$D7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$FE, 0, 0, 0

0123/rr67B9ABCDEF

0, o, o, o, 0r$Br, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o

0, 0r$85, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0r$2A, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

c, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$c1,$D0,$Dr,$2D,$c0, 0,$c8,$eBr$c9
$Dg,$DD,$FC,$CA, 0,$2F, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,$0A, 0, 0, 0

a, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, 0

0, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, o, 0

TO 64: LPUT#fch,0

lnternet on the QL
- Part I (Emulators)
8y Phoebus R. Dodos
B.Sc MlS

'1. lntroduction

The QL and its derivatives, for quite sometime,
have had a host of facilities available to them that
are under-used or sufficiently complicated as to
completely discourage regular users from using
them.
One of these facilities is the ability to access the
lnternet Although lnternet access on the QL is by
no means complete (and it won't be untrl soQL or
QlwlP are completed), recent advances have
made it usable to a degree that warranls, some
form of an introduction.
This series attempts to do just that

We will look into three malor orods:
1 lnternet (online) browsing
2. FTP access and
3 tmail

Although there are more lnternet applications
than these listed above, these are the m0st
widely used and in cne forrn or anothe[ are
available right now to Qlers

Thrs series will be divided in three parts (To start
with) This first part will deal with lnternet facilities
availabie to QL emulator users and basic setup
of lnternet applications. The second and third
parts, as they are more complicated, will deal
with native hardware {Expanded QLs and QxO
machines) setups.
Topics that will be covered in this series include,
native internet access, emulation access (via PC

Conqueror no lessl), QxO Shoestring Linux ac-

cess as well as, thorough soQL setup proce-
dures among others I hope that QlwlP will be
available for testing by the time this series is al-

most ove[ as that is the most complete suite
available currently and the best solution for na-

tive hardware for broadband access {plus it in-

creases the number of avatlable browsers by
one)

Additionally and for the non DlYers out there, all
programs discussed here (aparl from commercial
ones of course), will be available on the web {or
via snail mail from me) for free in both zipped
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format and in a qxlwin file lhat would enable a

complete plug and play {at least where applica-
tion setup is concerned because configuralion is
another story, ) experience

2. Emulators covered

For most non Ql-native {ie soQL or QlwlPi ac-
cess schemes (except the aforementioned solu-
tion via PC Conqueror), you will need an emulator
that supports some sort of interfacing between
the native OS' TCP stack and the emulated
operating systen. These currently are,

- Q-emulator {Windows versions 2.3.2 and later
in Expanded registration mode)

- QPC ll v3 3 and later* uQLx {all *NlX versions including uQlx-mac
but NOT uQLx-win32 presently)

ln nanarrl {nr ihic firct nrrt ihn nmr rlrtnr nnnric tnilr Surrurur tvr rrilJ trJr IJqr r, rrru urrrurqrvr rrluwJ rv
have a TCP- device available to Sxbasic

All other emulators {QPC1, Q-emulator Basic/
MAC, QLAY and derivatives and even QLIM or
QDOS Classic powered UAt), are considered
natrve hardware for the purpose of this series
and will be covered in parts ll and lll

Note lhat, for lhe aforemenlioned emulalors (the

non TCP-capable ones) serial supporl is man-
dalory if internet access is desired.

3. Operating Systems/ brtensions/
Support programs naeded

Only one of lhe applications needs the txtended
Environment; namely QPOP3 (For graphical email
retrieval)
Only one extension is really needed and that is

the env-bin {[nvironment Variables extension). lt
is assumed that you will have that LRESPR'd in
your boot file
Although not necessary, Toolkit ll {or Turbo Toolkit
v3 x and higher) is recommended as it is useful
for the PROG-USE and DATA-USF variables
Additionally, as it may be useful to ql-lynx users,
an editor (we discuss QED here but any editor
with abilily to take command line paramelers -
namely the filename to be edited - will do), an
image viewer {photon is assumed but also ungif
etc is just fine as is the case for the editor) as
well as, some unix commands {apart from the
ones provided by lynx) are recommended as
they will make your life a lot easier

Operating Systems-wise all programs have been
tested with Minerva 198, QDOS Classic, JSIJM
and SMSQ/e v2.98 and above {Q-emulator has
been lesled wilh all OSes including SMSQ/e
v3 09 for the Gold Card)

So if you are ready let's get down to business
with

4. Web browsing (ql-lynx)

4.a Overview
ql-lynx is one of these programs, that have never
been really accepted from Qlers although it is

working amazingly well and it is extremely stable
on the QL The version that we use is v28,211h,
available from wwwdaria.co.uk

One of lhe reasons for ql-lynx's unpopularity, is

the sheer amount of files that will appear once
ih^ nlrrnv :in nrnhirrn ir ' 'nn^^lr^ A {^^A +ha+ in

required by the GPL license which dictates that
binaries should be made available together wrth
the source code, although you can in {act break
a distribution apart in source files and binaries
only - which rsn't the case in ql-lynx] ln reality
howevet the files needed are lust a few and
ql-lynx will work immediately after the correct en'
vironmental variables are set.
Moreove[ ql-lynx allows access to your emarl
(more about that further belowi as well as offline
(local) and online {remote) file browsing

4.b Files and directories needed
The main lrick, so you won't be overwhelmed
from all the files, is to do a selective unpacking of
files; preferably using an archive manager such
as ACP
Lynx needs only 3 directories,
1 The root directory (we will name that

win]*JxJ
2 A help directory (we will name that

winl-1x-h*J
3 A terminfo directory (we will name that

winl-1x-terminfoJ

The files absolutely needed for ql-lynx lo work,
are the following (unpack them all in winl-lx- un-
less otherwise noted)

1 lynx iexecutable) {Found in the root directory of
the archive)

2 lynxrc (text file) (Found in the qdos directory of
the archive]

3 lynx*cfg {text {ile} (Found in lwo places in the ar-

chive - choose ihe one inside lhe qdos directoryi
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4 fork, cp, mv {executables} iFound in the qdos
directory in the archive)

5 lynx-hlp {help file} (found tn the root directory
in the archive)

6 All files under lhe help directory in the archive
Unpack in winl-k*n-

7 qdos {terminfo definition file} (Found in the
qdos-terminfc directory in the archive
Unpack in wtuL1x-terminfo-

lf you want editing facililies and picture viewing,
put qed and photon (or your choice of editor and

image viewer; QD works great with lynx by the
wayl) in the winl_rx_directory.

4.c Creating fhe environmenfal variables for
lynx
The next step to get lynx to work is to create a
boot file that will contain its required environmen-
tal variables.

The following does exactly that {with a few chan-
ges to enable lynx to run in a variety of plat-
forms)

100
110
!24

130

*a

REMark xt(L)mx environrnent variablest(*

SETENV I'TERIrl=qdos": REMark This changes the terminal type to a V?-52 cornpatible qdos
terminal

SETENV "TERMfNF0=win1-1x-terminfot': REMark ?his lets lynx know where the terrninal
Definition file is located

IF VER$ (, 'HBAi THEN SETENV "LYNX-C0N=5L2x216a0x0_6_7_An: REMark For Q-emulator and
Sna11 screen uQIx

1t0 IP llER$ = 'llBAr TIIEN SETENV nLYNX-C$N=n & SCR*f,LIfi &uxn & SCR-YLIM & e'a0x0-6-7-0rr:
REMark for SMSQ/e this sets up a lynx screen at the maximum possible resolution
looks nice that way) :*)

160 SETENV "LYN}LF0NT=win1*1x-peql-font" : REMark This uses a different font that ean
Correctly render the ISO-8859*1 charmap

L70 SETENV nlYNX-CFG=wln1-1x-1ynx*cfg" : REMark This sets the locati.on of the lynx main
Configurati.on file

180 SETENV "LYNffi.C=win1-1x-lynxrcrr : REMark This sets the location of the user prefs
file

190 PUSHD

2OO SETLYNXD
210 PRINT rtTyPE P0PD( enter> to restore
220 EX lynx
230 DEFine PR00edure PUSHD
2/r0 defprog$ = PR0GD$

250 defdata$ = DATAD$
260 END DEFine PUSHD

270 DEFi-ne PROCedure SETI,YNXD
280 PROG*USE I'win1 1x-rt
290 DATA-USE rrwinl lx-rr
J00 END DEFine SETLYNXD

310 DEFine PR0Cedure POPD

320 PR0G*USE defprog$
330 DATA-USE defdata$
340 END DEFine

the data/prog defaults when done with 1;mxrt

Nole here, that if you are running on a large Although lynx will run quite happily with the
screen under uQLx (Minerva ROM is required), defaults unaltered {as they come from the
the "LYNX-CON" variable can be updated archive), it is best that we"touch"them a bit so
accordingly to take advantage of the higher that we can make the program really usable.
res. First, {and assuming that you are a complete

novice with lynx) you should load tynxre in your
4.d Configuring lynx favourite text editor:
Ql-lynx has lwo main configuration files,
lynr-cfg and lynxrc These store the general Find the line (usually line g) that reads:

{global) preierences for lynx and the user
preferences respectively. Settings found in useriode=ADVANCED
lynxrc, will override settings in tynx-cfg SO

make sure that you don't change something in and change it into:

lynxrc if the default setting in lynx*cfg suits
yOU. user*mode=N0VlCE
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This, will effectively make more options visible
while you run lynx and it will make your life easier
until you familiarise yourself enough to know, the
shortcuts by heart
Note, that line 14 {file-editor- } contains already
the editor {qed} for use within lynx
The 'fork' prefix is the applicaiion that allows
qdos executables to accept parameters like in

Unix {What it does is to create jobs that are
owned by lynx) lf you need lo change your

editor to, say QD, the line should look something
lrke this,

f ile-editor=fork qd*engl ish

{Note, that on some QDOS systems, lynx cannol
execute anything, unless it is in ils progd$ direc-
tory, so copy any applications you need to use
with lynx inside the rrint*-lx* directory)

Next, save the file and load lynx-cfg into your

text editor
First find the line (usually line 25) that contains the
option'

STARTFILE:

and amend it to use the homepage 0f your

choice. For example, if you want the TF Services
website to be your homepage upon lynx's
start-up, you should change the ltne to:

STARTFIIE:http: / /wuw. f irshman. co "uk/

Next, find the line (usually line 39) that starts with

HELPFII,E:

lE4

Note, that there are a total of 3 lines that have
HILPFILE, but two of them are prefixed by a

hash {s} symbol That symbol means, that the line

rs commented out (Just in case you haven't
figured that out by now) The HELPFILI option
should be changed to poinl to the correcl
location of the help files
It is useful to note, that lynx uses a Unix syntax
for its filenames. You should start the line with
file: // tlo indicate that this is a file and not a
url), continue with localhost/ {to indicate that
the file is on your machine) and then write the
complete path separated by ' / instead of the
standard QDOS/SMSQe separator Finally il the
file has an extension, this should be written as
" 

"extension"instead of "-extension". So in our
case, the HELPFILE line becomes,

HELPFILE : f i1e : / / 7oealbost /w lnL / Ix /h /
lynx-he1p--main " html

Once this is done, lynx is ready to run, but still

misses the viewers for the various mime file
types To enable these, you should find the lines
that start with
#VIEWER

And change them appropriately For example, to
have photon start, whenever a jpeg file is selec-
ted uncomment the,

#vlnwlR: image,/j peg: xv %&: XI{IND0WS

line and change it to,

VIEIJER: image/jpeg: fork photon %s

That will effectively use photon to see the pic-

ture, if one is selected (see Figures 1 and 2)

.,u,i Additional viewers one can use,-ii are sox for sound files (QPC/uQLx

] only), ungif etc

4.e Running lynx
Once all the above are done, you
run lynx by either running the
boot file we created in 4 c or by
typing FX lynx {Fig 3 (QPCll) and
4 (Q-emuLatori)

Lynx has several command op-
tions (which are covered in its ma-
nual) of which the most useful, is
the ability to go to a URL imme-
diately after startup. For example
to go to www.bbc.co.uk one should
type:
EX lynx; rrbttp:/lwww.bbc. co.uk/rt
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IMPORANT NOTE
ql-lynx currently DOIS NOT
SUPPORT the https:l/
protocol and therefore
secure conneciions with ihe
QL are impossible What ihat
means rs that you cannot use
your QL to buy anything
online and it definitely means
that all data that you submit
to the internel can possibly
be seen by othersl {At least
at present) I hope that by the
next article in the series this
"problem" will have been
resolved

Fig.3 ' lynx under QPC ll

general ftp con-
ventions

5.c Configuring
ql-ftp
Ql-ftp can be
conf igured with
lhe use of a file
and an environ-
mental variable,
however unlike
lynx, these are
not necessary for
it to run. For that
reason, we will
not get deeper

into lhe subject
apart {rom saying
that conf iguration is

fully documented
within ftp"txr and
readme-qdos within
the archive

5.d Running ql-ftp
The simplest com-
*^^-J ^! ^il :^ ,^--
n tdilu ut dil t5 Itee-
ded to run ql-ftp:

EX ftp

That immediately
runs ql-tp and shows
you the ftp,
prompt. You connect
to an ftp site by is-

surng an open com-
mand such as this,

EW
Ionq Firsh.qr's Home Pq€e

lhis pd* n.rds to.u.r€nr F serur.es p.oduf,t: dnd ser.ric€s] dnd lDr€et EUpFrt filE6

N., hosted on ft!.un EeNer dt iFing via P0* - n6u 5126it out, ,sbil in"

nll .hlD file: ore in lle r.rt, ,o.r,t, on, ."* orr_,,*.

Fri.$ md h@ 1o .rd*: sI E|!!EE ffi rll ned..F3 ,o lona€. .n eoid

Fn 6uto5uiid {d computer peraFhsuts. suilc6.ft c!L periphe.nls dhen tk.ohNg s}it# ltl.tuitdle n.!.
td prur te b*btffi u.t\ o Roh Frl

'os.drd Dluint ?,4 o. afrbqle ltd3h !E$o.! fo. $e aL or fiurc.q.on srot, da! dri@ 2.14 ld tuLM - mLuc€E ?.1:D. urE$

- d hqrd{drE sdd-on gL+ing lndustrg stdndqrd fct srisL po.t, lBfl 6T keubiqrd intsf*e, *ldt ilDe Er.wt ond ild rcre
p.oles:o, p'ovld,nq lutrq uo'LrE "e' l 2 -'d ,. e

i=rteh 16r !b S.h. 6.0..d.enenr op€roi.n9
;eF 0, Lnok tn lhis tLnk lor te$pe.qlu.e 5en:or9r pouEr d.i!e. lnterfd.e flnd Elss" d ls in@f@.

neu 3tripp.r2.onu.Biob pro!r!6 (tu4 ho.e lL p.oA.d$e on 0005 buLletin kd - r*€)tgz-ffi

I hru4 Nr6.it! or 0L pdFts dvdLldbl€. p.obiEr<t drDonoriiq AL lsullr .. not E€ryil! shr$t+l],!"l*. rt !.! drE r.1 sNr€
or J.ut siu ari ros then r o!:e. a R EG :e,u.Le.,".., E @E @E

I'yFd pflrp. -cp'.r. r.r fr, - -h 6 non-n oJddh.p' - Ji Dra.^ rr)r -rry'ryElc d rturr-r"t r€-' rr.lrDl
to te:! tl,c ro,u"ilq ol .he 0L. .nL ud.na .he ne:uorF. >e-rqr poFt!, letboqro, nl--or"i.e"! "--ee, d.2prrrt l@ etl.
f,eeebbei th.t tk AL M ( po!€r:upplg. ouLlE orlcn odd crdsheg (e.pecioLt! t{ thp 0L crq,iaij od! be be & b d laltq rytg Gtt6.ispl! tsle

i:f";,,ffElli#**#a',," 
^o, "u, -, ",.. n...,

IEEPS HoiE PdqP (p: or /'
!! to @!e. RLahl r. ioltou d irnkt Left t6 qo bd.k,
Clo $q!r s.re.n Dual /=:€a.h

5. FTP (ql-ftp)

5.a Overview
ql-ftp is a very easy to use ftp client For most
purposes it is not at all different from Microsoft's
or the standard Unix command line ltp clients.
Ql-ftp is obtainable by www.daria.co.uk {A good
reason to try your brand-new ql-lynx setup too!)

5.b Files and drrecforfes needed
Ql-ftp only needs 0n€ file: ftp {an executable
found in the qlftp.ziparchive) and although it

is not needed, I would recommend also, to
unpack the ftp.txt file frorn the archive, as it
contains a lot of information on its usage and

.Fle...St EAl{. $eed Q-ruLatar Ued HdF

Photds lroff thE Ehdus

Phsiss fFon thE Shoui

.lxil
.l

1

ili
t.
I

-1S.1

The ffillnted QL i$ runnlig
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open ftp.dokos-gr"net

Figures 5 and 6 show ql-ftp running under QPC ll

3 30 and Q-emulator 233 respectively

pass all references to it The other two (fetchpop
and qlmailer) work line with all emulators so ..

read on!
The programs can be found again at
wwwdaria.co.uk in two archives, qpop3. zip and
qdosemail. zip
Note that fetchpop and qlmarler {the receiving
and sending clients) are almost identical to lhe
ones used by soQL so everything you read
here will be of use in the next part of the series

6.b Files and direclories needed
We will be putting all three applications under a

directory called i*in1*email*

For the qpop3 application we will need the
following files'

1 qless {email viewer executable}

t
eiie.. Ot &Al,{ Spetd *€mulfitor 'liefl- Help

6. Emailing (fetchpop 1.9 / qlrnailer
and QPOP3)

6.a Overview
tmailing, unlike ftp and browsing, is a tad more
difficult to setup and it's also raiher difficult to
use {especially sending). However, emails can be
read and sent with a bit of effort and as Jon
Dent's recent email to the ql-users list demon-
strated, this can be even done from S*basic
We are going to examine the major 3 programs
for email, two of which are for reading and one
for sending
The firsl ofie: QPOP3 runs well, but may
experience rssues under either QPC or Q-emu-
Lator if you are using a email virus scanner such
as AVG for Windows, so you may want to by-

lj a;s;r"fr;!!g'::J'fi3'i"noJ"un: "") and an
"--,ri environmental variable setup in order to run.

fetchpop 19 and qlmailer we will only need
files'
fetchpop {executable found under the
fetchpopl-9 directory of the
nrlo.cemni I - zin archivPl1----_'_*-_-_-r " - "-l

2, qlmailer (executable found under the mail

directory of the qdosemall.zip archive)

As we mentioned earlier QP0P3 needs the
extended environment so if you have QDOS or

, Minerva you should LRESPRwman and ptr-gen
: before running the application
i

The environmental variable, unlike lynx, is case'
sensitive and the program WILL NOT run, if either
the case or the name are incorrect

You should create, either a boot file or type in

your command line,

SETENV rrQPOP3RC=win1-email-qpopJ 
" retr

Next you should edit the qpop3 rc file to reflect
your email settings

The {ormal is

POttISKIP] server*name user user*name pass
paSSt^rofd

llhere SKIP lnstructs the progran to sklp that entry rhen
looking for new mail

I

LnrI \Jt

Itwo.,
I,

j
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Fetchpop is a tad more difficult to configure,
especially because it requires a file that starts
with a "" By default Although that wiil cause you
no problems under uQLx; QPC and Q-emulator
will proiest {internaily} so a little workaround is

needed.

First you wtll need iwo environmental varrables
named POPRC and MAIL
The first, instructs fetchpop as to the location of
its configuration file which is created automagi-
cally upon fetchpop's first execution MAIL on the
other hand, instructs fetchpop the localion and
name of where to spool the mail file By definition
this rs done in raml

You should give,

SETENV rf POPRC=winl-*emai1*'?
onmfrnt l?ltATT ..:*1 ^*^ia ^^:aL^--?rDli rljJr v t"LfrrL: w rrrJ-culal' J-l_rllilJ_ l.uun

These, will let fetchpop put its configuration file in

the same directory as the application and use
the file named"mailbox"as the mail spool lile

Finally in order to configure qlmailer you will need
+^ na*r rn ^^,,i"^^*^^+^l ,,^";^hl^ ^^'.^Jlu )urup ulrc ur rvilulliltut ttdt vdildutu Idiltuu
MAILRC as {ollows:

SETENV TtMAllR0=win1*emai1*mail rcil

and create the configuration file marl-rc. The
format for the latter is as follows,

The real name of the user.
your host name (as youtd like in
the From: line in the enail)

The SMTP host (that relays your mail)
The user narne (for the From: line)
A signature file (opti.onal)

For example, for me, the file should be,

Ffibys {Hi lilwyn)
verizon" net
outgoing 

" 
verizon. net

pdokos

winlemai1*sigf ile

Note that there's no place to write a password.
That is because the current version of qlmailer

doesn't support authenticated accounls. That's
not much of a problem, unless your mail server rs

different from the mail server of your ISP (The

conventional wisdom says, thai il you are
ALREADY authenticated with your ISP there's no
reason to be re-authenticated to send email)

although that is NOT always the case For most
purposes and especially for standard modem
connections that is indeed the case however

6.d Running lhe applications
QPOP3 has very good documentation in the
form of an hlml file {and a very gocd excuse lo
try your new lynx setupJ so no specific instruc-
tions will be provided here other lhan how it run:

EX winl-email*qpopJ
will suffice {provided that the EE is loaded and
the environmental variable set)

0n the other hand fetchpop, as mentioned above,
needs a special first run in order to be usable.

Provided that its variables are set, you should
give the following for first eXecution:

EX winl*email-fetchpop; I -f fetchpop_rer

Doing so will try to find a file named fetchpop_rc
(and since rt won'l, will create it instead) which will
be the default file next time you start fetchpop
When fetchpop starts for the first time, it will ask
you for ihe name af your pop3 serve[ your user-
name and password and store them in the file
you defined previously (Figure 7)

It will then store the new emails into your previ-

ously defined mail spool file {if the file doesn't
exist, il will create it) (Figure B)

On uQLx fetchpop can then be run from then on
with simply a,

EX winl*enai1*fetchpop

On the other emulator systems however you
should always use

EX winl*emai1*fetchpop; ' -f fetchpop_ret

name

host

smtp
user
sigf

nane

host
smtp
user
sigf

Ql 8.dl.il .5Feed,.qani[Fts get{ SElp
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There are more options to fetchpop than the
configuration file of course, however the manual
( retcnpop-txt) does an excellent job of listing
all these and you should refer to it to see the
complete array of available commands.

Qlmailer is simpler to run, but complicated in its
options.

First of all, qlmailer does not have a mail ediior
You should therefore, create a text file in advance

{for example rnail*txt) lhat will contain your
message,
Provided that your configuration file is named
nait-rc (as above) in order to send an emarl to
ql-users (ql-users@q-v-d.com) you should do the
following

ex qlmailer;r-v -f mail*rc
q1-users@q-v-d. con < rnai1" txt I

will send an email written in mail.txt to
ql-users using the smtp server defined in

mait*rc (Thal is to show that you can have more
than one smlp servers defined; for example il
you have more than one lSPs)

Quoting from the qlmailer readme,

"qlmailer can be used as fhe rnaiier for lynx, so
'mailfo' links work.
Simply sel fhe following entry in lynx-cfg,

SySfEM*M AIL: winl -enail -qlnailer -vv -f
wini-email- m ail -rc 2,win1 -lx -ql m

Where'wini*email-qlmailer' is lhe full path of
fhe qlmailer program

winl-email*mail-rc' is lhe tull path of
lhe MAILRC file
'win1-/x-ql.m'is a log file"

7. Conclusion

As you saw above, with a little trial and
perseverance you can have a quite

usable lnternet suite rn your emulator
Moreover {as we will cover laler in this
series), the TCP capabilities of modern
emulators can be used {or extremely
fast transfers between [mulator-running
computers that are on a network Using
sernet-UDP (a nice hack to the original
sernet, by Marcel Kilgusi you can

exchange QL files directly between QL emulalors
locally and remotely. Moreover with the advent of
a more complete soQL and the excellent qlwlP
+l^^+ l^^^^^^ t ^+,.,^^^ ^ll nl ^l^+{^"*^I rdr Ldr r r rdppcr r uur vvgur r dil vL prdr tur il 15

available to us today ln the next part we will deal
with regular QLs and non TCP-enabled emulators
and use a few tricks to enable us to use the
internet even from a simple {Tiump card minimum)

QL

Of course these solutions will work with all

emulators as well...

B. l-inks

The files described here were downloaded from'

L hftp://www.daria.co.uk {Jonathan Hudson's site,
QL_LYNX, QL_FTPQPOP3, QDOS TMAILTR)

2. http;//thgodef. neri m. net/qdosleng lish/index.htm t

Photon, QED

Fmulator websites

1. http://www.kilgus.net, QPCII
2. http://users.infoconex.com/- daniele/

q-emulator.htmt Q*emuLaior 2.3.3
3 http:lluqlx.dokos-gr.net uQLx - mac

(Follow the links for uQLx for xNlX)

Additionally qxlwin files and compressed ar-
chives ready for your emulators can be found at
http:li u q lx.dokos-g r.neVq l-net/

Next issue, l'll deal with real QL hardware and
internet access

.$1
t
iwi

ffi:
ffi
ffil
ffi*'
ffi

The emul$ed QL.h runnins
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PART ll Drive Time
Disks Don't Have to be Hard

So now, after the last issue, you should have
your screens how you want them. I have delibe-
rately left the issue of colours and colour drivers
to a laler section of this series because I feel the
nexl item on the agenda should be storage.

It is trme to look at the next problem which be-
sets many newcomers to updated hardwai'e.
Taking your firsl steps with a hard drive can
make some people break out into a cold sweat
and I know of at least one user who has hardly
used the drive on his Q40, preferring to BO0T
from floppies as he always did

First a bit of history

A Miracle!
I think that the firsi QL hard drive was probably
the Miracle systems one. These were selling for
449 pounds in the January 1990 Edition of QL
World They had 40Mb of storage and plugged
directly into the ROM port at the back of the QL
Hard drives in those days were eilher of the MFM

or RLL type They were rather slow and required
the user to 'park' lhe drive heads at the end of
each session so that the drive platters were not
damaged on startup This was followed by the
Falkenberg Hard Drive lnterface This interface
took a different route lo connection because it
required that you open the case o{ the QL
remove one of the chips and plug it onto the
board in its place That chip is then inserted into
the interface board (Stuart Honeyball of Mrracle

Systems always maintained that the control code
for this was ripped off from his original designi
The interface also used lhe MFM and RLL drives
and connected to them by using a standard PC

drive controller This was lhe interface being sold
by Qubbesoft and WN. Richardson when I look
my first steps away from the Black Box and was
the one which was in the tower case system,
assembled by David Johnson, which was my first
expanded system.

This was a reasonably efftcient syslem and
served me well with very few problems One
quirk il did have was to rename the floppy device
on boot up so your boot file had to have a

FLP*USI FLP command at the start if you wan-
ted to use the floppy drive This system lasted
me until the arrival of the Aurora when I disco-
vered the second problem with the inter{ace. The
code used to control the drives was about lOk
larger than it claimed it was and this 10k was in

the address al the top end of the QL screen
driver wilh a 512 x 256 screen this was no
problem but, with the Aurora's extended display, I

wound up with a small area at the bottom of lhe
screen corrupted by the interface's code.
The Qubide, designed by Zeljko Nastasic and
built and sold by Qubbesoft, had been around for
a couple of years and has probably been the
most successlul Hard Drive lnterface for ihe QL.
The software for it was written by Phil Borman
using routines converted from the old Rebel
Drive Many people still use ihis and ihere is still a
demand for second user items. Nasta is currently
working on a Superlde with many new fealures
but I will talk of that laler in the article
Quite aside from the hardware side of QL hard

drives there are also the systems in use by the
emulators. All of the QL emulators make use of
the hard drive on the syslem on which they are
run Finally we have the Q40/Q60 which has a
hard drive system too.
As you can see lhere are many different ways of
having a hard drive on your QL system. There
are also nearly as many ways ol handling and
dealing with those systems The purpose of lhis
section is to help you to gei the best out of
some of the more popular ones.

Devices
QDOS and SMSQ/f see the storage media in the
form of 'system devices' That is to say each
type of storage medium has a distinct name.

There can be eight of each of these per device
The Original black box had only MDVI- and
MDV2* but, had you used the expansion connec-
tor at the side you could have gone up to
MDVB-. Toolklts and software extensions inlro-
duced the dynamic RAM Disk and you can create
up to eight of these two. lf lhere was any way to
connect them you could have up to eight floppy
drives but the extension board that Miracle made
to connect another two floppy drives to its Gold
Card was never that stable.
It follows, therefore, that you can have up to eight
hard drives as well {There are drawbacks in do-
ing this for native QL hardware on the Qubide but
i will discuss that later) Most physical hard drives
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can be divided into partitions This means that
you can take a 10Gb drive and divide il inlo
chunks of whatever size you want. On the PC

this is done using software such as Parlition
Magic and once a partition ts created and format-
led it appears as part of the drive table and is
given a letter
QL hard drives are all named Wlhjx- after one of
the original hard drive systems, the Winchester
Drive [4odern QL hard drive systems do have
one useful property howevet, you can hot swap
the 'logical' drives in software This means you

can have several drives available but only link in
the ones you want. You can even re-arrange the
order of the drives so you can have different
BOOT files and swap them in and out Again, I will

come to this later in the article.

Why do we use Hard Drives?
I suppose the answer to that question is speed
and convenience. When you consider that an HD

floppy drive will hold just under 15Mb of data or
code, a small tby today's sizes) hard drive will

hold 30Gb and the access time for most of these
drives is measured in milliseconds you will see
that there is no way that a floppy can compele lf
you have a double disk drive with the orogram in
one drive and the data in the other the system is

going to have to spin up the first drive to load the
program and then the second to load the data lf
you then want to combine this data with another
set of data on another drive you have to remove
the lirst drive and inserl a second one and wait
for that to spin up too A 256Mb partition on a

Qubide or any other QL emulator, (hardware or
soflware based) can hold all the programs ever
written for the QL and probably all your data too
Tony Firshman did tell me that he had completely
lilled much bigger drives with QL programs and
data but, when queslioned on this, he did say it

was duplicated a few times as backups. Ah yes

backing up That is something else we will have
to cover in this section.
It is not only lhe speed and accessibility you get
that should make you lean towards a hard drive
system. The other advantage is, of course, that
you can set up a 'system' and that is something
we will be tackling in this series of articles
lf you are running on single drives you can only
load a few programs at any one time You may
have a BOOT file on lhe master disk which will
load, say, SMSQlf, QPAC 2 and QD and then
have a bit of space for one of lwo smaller pro-
grams which can be run later Suppose you want
to run something that is nol on that disk Well you
have to take out the first disk and insert the se-
cond l{ you are lucky the exlensions needed for

lhe second program will already be loaded by
the first disk but, if not, you will have to load them
either by running another BOOT file and maybe
wiping out the first, or by hand from the com-
mand ltne. This, of course, is how we all did rt

back in the B0's when we had only smail drives
to play with Most people would have one pro-
gram on each disk, 0r even microdrive and jus{

change the disk and reboot
lf you have a hard drive you can decide which
extensions you need and load them all at the
start {provided there is sufficient memory) You

can also have every program you need and all

the daia all there, ready to run. Thrs does lead
you into two, completely separate areas. To start
with you have to be able to construct the B0OT
file, a task some people find slighlly more daun-
ting than wading through fire ants in flip flops
You also have to be aware that all of your eggs
are in one basket and, if that basket breaks {ie
the hard drive {ails) you have not even got an

omelettei One word BACKUP - don't say i didn'i
say it more than once

And Now The Hard Stuff
I think we can safely ignore the Miracle and Re-

bel hard drive systems because il is unlikely that
any of you will have lhem laying around and even
less likely they will still be working I did hear of a
couple of Miracle drives still in use a while ago
but those who have a working one will know
how to use it already and, to be honest, I have
not much idea about them mysell As I said
before I did have a Falkenberg interface which
worked well apart from a few minor niggles but
the RLL and MFM drives and interfaces lhese
need would be hard to source so I think we can
stick with the three major hard drive systems still

in use These are lhe Qubide card for QL and
Aurora Systems, The Q 40 hard drive syslem and
the QXLWIN files used by the QXL card and

QPC2 The Q40/Q60 can also use the Qubide
Code to run its hard drives since the program
was made Open Source a few years back. Some
of the other emulators may use other systems
for their drives but, again, this is outside my ex-
perience. lf users would like to contribule articles
on the Qtmulator and QLAY systems we would
be happy to include them in this series

Qubide
The Qubide is a small board designed to be
plugged into the expansion slot al the end of a
QL board. There is another expansion socket on
the other end of the board so that the user can
plug a Gold or SuperGold Card into it You can
alsc use a Qplane which will allow the user to
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mount the Qubide and expansion card verlically
above the moiherboard ol better still, an Mplane. I

will discuss these later:

The Qubide has jumpers which will need to be set
correctly for it lo work. Settings for lhese are rn

the Qubide manual and should be sludied before
the device is installed and powered up. The vol-
tage jumpers are very important. lt can support
two lD[ devices on a single cable plugged into
the single IDC header on {he board. The cable
itself must be a 40 wire lDt cabie wiih all of ihe
wires connected. lt wrll pass straight through the
frrst connector and onto lhe second No cable
cuts 0r twists are needed. The devices are
selected by means of small jumpers mounled on
the rear of the drive Most drives have three
settrngs, Master{M), Slave(S} and Cable Select {CS}
The main drive you are using should be set to
master and a master drive has to be present for
Qubide to work, You will usually find a diagram on
the drive ilself which will show the jumper settings
Ii ic elcn imnnrtent thrt if nnlv nno driva ic. rrcadrI vI 

'r t

that drive should be the last on the cable, This
prevenls the end of lhe cable radiating the signal
and causing drive errors.

When the QL is fired up it should display the
rnsssCIs€:

QubidelRebelDrivervx. xx Initlalising. . " .

followed by lhe drive name

A message saying 'No Drive 0 Found' usually
means either the drive is not working or is not
connected correctly, lt can, howeve[ also mean
ihat the drive is not recognised by the Qubide All
lDt drives have small chips on the circuit board
which control the drive. They do much more than
just run the physical aclions of the drive They
have unique lD strings which identify the drive
type, size, number of heads, sectors etc Apari
from that they also map out lhe bad sectors and
mark them as nol being available for wriiing. All
drives have bad sectors and are programmed to
be tolerant to a low percentage of these. lf a drive
gets damaged it may stari racking up these bad
sectors and then the drive becomes increasingly
useless until ii fails completely. Modern drive
controllers are dynamic in the way that they order
the data. So much so that it is the drive conlroller
and not the operating system that knows where
the data is stored. This gives rise to many
interesting problems but this is not the place to
discuss them {and I am not sure I have enough
knowledge to really give a delailed description).
When the Qubide was first made hard drives of
20mb were expensive and anyihing larger was
barely envisaged. These days 40Gb is regarded in

the PC world as being kids level and Terrabyte
drives are beginning to appear This leaves the

Qubide in a dilemma because it is trying to see
drives il was never desrgned to see. lt is a tribute
to the good software and hardware designer Phil

Borman and Zellko Nastasic, that it can see any
modern drive. I have not really tried many of the
more modern drives on the Qubide but ii was able
to see some ol the 20Gb ones I had here.

Once you have the drive recognised by the sys-
tem the next step is to formal it. Qubide will rnount
the drive as WlNl- when it is firsl presented with a
drive and it is only WlNl* that can be formatied
from BASIC The Qubrde disk does come with a

program called 'PARTITION-IXI' which is the key
to creating partitions and formatting them, lf you
want lo have more than one parlitron on the drive
you have to use this program to create them.

Why Do We Need Partitions?
The simple answer is that the Qubide driver was
never set up to use more lhan 256mb Using a

larger size of partition could cause problems
There is anoiher factor to be taken into account.
Every active partition on lhe syslem will use some
of the system RAM to store the File Allocation
Iable {FAI). The size of the table is determined by
the size of the partitions that are active at the trme.

ll you are using all B win drives and have them all

at the maximum 256mb you are using a sizable
chunk of the syslem RAM on a Gold or Super Gold
Card System. lt was partly to help avoid this
situation that the idea of 'paging in' drives was
conceived. You can create many partitions on the
drive and then just use the ones you need. I will
come lo this later

So the first task should be to create the partitions.
Look al the drive size and decide how you are
going to use it, When you are creating the par-
titions you should really name them too as this will
help you when you are deciding which ones you
are using. Any names you give to the partilions
will show in the top right hand window of the
QPAC2 files menu so it is easy to read
You can also have two diflerent block sizes, Block
sizes are a determining factor in the drives File

Allocalion Table. To quote form the Qubide manual
at this point,
'The driver supplied on lhe ROIiI works wiih two
different black size oplions. A block size af 4

Jimiis the maximum size of a partition to 128
Megabytes, and seis the 'file allocaiion unil" fo
2K (4 sectors of 512 bytes each = 2K). A btock
size of 8 sets the maximum parlilion size ta 256
Megabytes and the {ile allocatian unif ta 4K You
can use a mixlure af 4 ar B block size on
differenl partilions.
You are given a choice as lhe block size repre'
senls a trade'off af memory usage against parti-
lion size and slorage efficiency A small block
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size gives betler disc usage {less roasled space)
bul occupies more memory for the map than lhe
same size pariition with larger blocks, and a

smail btock size aJso reduces the maximum
partifion size available.
As a recommendation, it you have 2 Megabyies
of memory or more (Gold Card or Super Gold
Card), but your disc is smaller than XZBMb. a
block size af 4 wilt work well {or yau.lt you have
less memory than lhis, B will probably be a betier
oplion unless yaur drive is less than 64Mb lf your
disc is larger than 12BMb bul less than 256 you
can use it all as one drive by selecting a block
size of B, or split il inlo smaller partitions as you
wish. Over 256lvlb you wilJ have lo use
partitioning, or only use parf of the drive;

The partitions that are crealed by the program

underwent an overhaul when the firmware on the
ROM changed to v1.54. Users who upgrade from
thal ROM version to any other version have Io run
a specral conversion process to change the way
the partition is sel up, The program itself is called
UPDATTMAP-OBJ lf you are considering an up-
grade such as this the first thing to do, before get-
ting the upgraded ROMs, is to make a thorough
backup of the enlire system. I will come back to
backups later in this section,
lnstructions on using the Partitioning prograrn can
be found on the Qubide disk so I will nol go
through them here. lt is important to use the
correct version of the Partition program. From
ROM v2,00 this changed and you can f ind updated
programs on the disk provided with the upgrade. lt
can also be obtained free of charge by sending a

disk and return postage to QBranch. New options
were added to the program in V2 and can enable
their use on removable drives. lt is certainly
possible to creale Qubide partilions on lomega ZIP

drives but they do have to be the internal IDE

varietir Those that connect via a parallel port will
nol work.
The commands which are used to load and unload
partitions are loaded by the ROM on intialisation
These commands are in the format'
I,IIN-*DRIVX xrxrx
They are, in fact common to the Q40/Q60 QPC1,

QPC2, and QXL * so I will tackle their use and
syntax at the end of thrs section

Faster Boots - superHermes Maybe?
When the Qubide first starts up it looks to see
what is attached to it This is what is going on
when the message 'lnitialising. .' is displayed At
this point it is polling the drives on the end of the
cable and reading the information on ihe drive
controllers. When rt has read that information it will
print it to the screen set up the drive parameters

and the process oi booting the system can conti-
nue. This is a bit time consuming if you always
have the same drives connected so a way was
found to get around this delay
Minerva Mkll has a small section of programmable
memory and it was realised thal one use for this
would be to store the Drive lDs When the system
has booted you can run a program called
'store12C-obj' which you will find on the utility disk
This is a small menu driven window which will
allow you to write the drive values to the l2C
PROM, To use this you will have to have the file
'l2C-lO-REXT'loaded This is supplred with Miner-
va Mkll Next time you boot the system Qubide will
read these values and not look for any other
drives.
A similar thing can be done with the full version of
superHermes (superHermes Lite is missing the
memory required), The program for this is called
storeSH-obj' somewhat unsuprisingly To use this
you wili need to have the 'lPCIXTUK-BlN' file
loaded This is also supplier with the hardware
Be aware that, if you change the drrve and do not
clear this memory the Qubide will not function
Clearing the rnemory of both of these processes
can be easily done by running the relevant
program from a floppy disk and selecting the
'f'l f AD'nniinnvLLnt\ uPlrur t.

Drawbacks and Failures
Life in the garden is not always as rosy as it could
be and there are occasrons when the Qubide has
problems, That said it is still the most stable of all

of the QL native hard drive systems.
The problem many people have come across is

the 'FAT is Wrong - Try Rebooting' message on
startup. This occurs when the Qubrde encounters
a corrupled File Allocation Table Sometimes a

simple reboot may clear the problem but
sometimes more drastic action is called for Some
of these problems occur because the Gold and
Super Gold Cards are inherranlly electronrcally
'noisy' and this 'noise' rattles around the lDt bus
and corrupts the data, Cleaning the contacts
sometimes helps.
It also often happens when the SuperGold Card
and Qubide are attached to the mainboard via a
QPlane backplane This is essentially a vertical
circuit board which will take the expansion port of
the motherboard ai the bottom and has slots for
the other devices above it Although this was
good in its day it is not as electronically filtered as
the Mplane Switching to an Mplane can often
solve the problem.

NEXT ISSUE
QPC2 / QXL / Q40/60 Hard drive systems,
Backing lt Up, Keywords and Utility Programs,
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Program Development in
Assembly te ngudge - Fa rt 14
Norman Dunbar

For the next couple of issues
l'il be going through the way I

tend to write my assembly lan-
guage (and indeed, all my other
languages too) programming
from the initial thought to the
'final' completed program I put
'final' and 'completed' in quotes
because programs never ever
reach lhat stage there are al-

ways bugs to fix and improve-
ments to be made.
klking of bugs, in the article in

Volume 9 lssue 5 {Jan/Feb
2005i I have a couple of fixes
to point out in the recursion
article.
First of all, on page 48 on line
1050 of the SuperBasic test
harness for the factorial routine
the range should be 1 to 9 and
not 0 to 9 as the error mes-
sage indicates. Entering a zero
would cause a lockup as the
stack wandered all over the
memory of the system.
Next up, on page 49 Just
above the title line for 'The

Fibonacci Series' there is a

strange bold line centered on
the page lt stales ',YOU ARt
HTRE THE ABOVT IS

TESTED OK,' This is an indica-
tion to myself that everything in

my original article text above
that point had been tested and
passed tverything below had
yel to be fully tested I usually
remove those indicators when
l'm done, but that one must
have slipped through And yes,
the code below it was tested
before I sent the article to Dil-
wyn & Jochenl
f... and I was wondering abor,rt
this when I was laying if oul
bul fhought it musf be impor-
tanf; another mysfery solved -

Jochenl

Finally, on page 50, line 1050 of
the SuperBasic listing should
prompt for a number that is 0
or higher and not just 0 to 9
The joys of reusing code with-
out changing error messagesl
That is all I have on my previ

ous bugs, so on with the article
on program development.

Tha lnitial Thought
The initial idea for a program
comes at the rnost inopportune
moments I have found. l've had
'great' ideas at three in the
morning, al other times when I

was in the bath reading a novel,
while driving to work and so
on. The fact is, you never know
when an ldea will suddenly
appea[ so be prepared and
have a bit of paper and a pen
handy - not while driving of
course - to jot down your ideas
before lhey vanish from memo-
ry forever

\flork lt Out
Sometimes, given a little
thought, the initial idea is found
to be not so good after all and
the project is abandoned there
and then Those ideas that get
through need to be fleshed out
a little to see just how good
they are.

lf they get past this stage, we
can start to jot down the basic
structure of our program. I

personally tend to start with
'the big idea'and break it down
into stages before breaking
these down into smaller stages
and so on until I have a set of
srnall {hopefully} self contained
routines at the bottom This is
top down development and
used to be quile popular

Start Writing Code
At this point, armed wilh your
list of routines, you can begln
to write down your inilial
thoughts {or the code you
want to write to make the 'big

idea'come to fruition Having all

the routines broken down by
the previous stage, you know
where repeated code can be
extracted to a sub-routine and
so on.
I tend to use a pencil to write
code at this stage and arm
myself with a decent rubber
(eraser lor my American rea-
ders!) because mistakes will be
made. I also arm myself with
three books,
Andy Penneli's QDOS manual
anri hic A cc.omhlv I :nnr r:rro

Programming book plus my
trusty copy of the Motorola
MC6B000/MCOB00B Program-
mer's Guide. I also have a

cheap narrow feint ruled A4
sized notepad to do my coding
on I then let my brain run away
with itsell to see how many
diflerent mistakes I can make in

as short a time as possible.
Even after all these years, I still

write down assembly code
that just isn't legal syntax and
this is sometimes 'obvious'

when I look over the code, but
usually I notice when George's
trusly assembler (GWASL)

complains about something in

my code.
As I produce code for one rou-
tine I usually find mysell nee-
ding anothet so I note il down
on my list and carry on. This
'stepwise refinement' of my
rough draf t usually produces
code that will be typed in using
my trusty PFt text editor This
isn't a QL program, it runs on
Windows, but l've used it for
many years to write code and I

prefer il. lt allows me to save
code in Linux format - whrch
jusl happens to be the same
as the OL's format and I like it
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Once I have the code typed
into a file, it gets saved to my
C,\ or D'\ drive ready for import
into QPC Wilhin QPC, my code
files are copred from the DOS-
device to my RAM- disc and
GWASL is called into action lt

almost never assembles first
time.

QtD is fired up and I make my
changes to the RAM- version,
saving the file to DOS- as a

backup Once I have a code file
that actually assembles, I save
the whole lot to
W|NI-SOURCI- and get ready
to test it all out

Testing The Code
I tend to look on the bright side
of most things, and running my
own code is always fun. I sim-
ply tX the binary file and see
what happens Usually, it's a

crash or system lock-up and I

hevo fn rahnnf Ai loecl rohnn-

ting QPC takes a lot less time
than rebooting Windows

So, I know that there is at least
one bug in my code and so i{'s
bug hunting time again After
reloadrng, I run my next test
with a code listing and JMON/
QMON to trace through the
code.
I wrote an article recently about
debugging with JMON/QMON

so I won'i go into great detail
here Suffice to say, my initial
trace starts off with me single
slepping up lo each sub-rou-
tine call, then let each sub-
routine run as a single unit. This
way I tend to quickly find oui
where my major problern lies.

After another reboot - if requi-
red - I use the procedured out-
lined in my JMONIQMON article
to set a break point at the
'broken' sub-routine, and I run
the code lo that point From
there on, I trace the code one
line at a lime until I hit a sub-
sub-routine and let that run as a
unit again 0nce more, I quickly
narrow my search for the main
problem down to a single {or a
couplei of small bits of code
This code is then breakpointed
and iested again, but in single
step mode all the way through
tventually I either find the of-
fending line{s) and fix them, or I

t:^l ...L:^L ^^ - ^l:t;^ ^ -!IIIIU UUI WIIIUII UUIIUITIUI]dI

branch l've got the wrong way
round - I have been known lo
BCC when I should have used
BCS and so on
The rest of the process is simi-
lar to the above. lt may not be
the best in the world, but ii
works for me and I can quickly
get debugged code linished
and start 'tarting'it all up
To show how easy most of the

above is, I am going to work
through a full example o{ 'an

idea' from initial rough draft on-
wards to the finished code l'm
still working on this code at the
momenl and will no{ be writing
up the article until l'm {inished I

shall be documenting lhe pro-

cess as I go and will write the
ariicle up from that.
You will no doubt have read
some of my rants and raves
about the Disassembler l'm
writing as a prolect for this
series. lt has been developed
bit by bit without any o{ the
above 'discipline' so it has suf-
fered from an extremely large
number of errors, some stuprdi-
ty on my part and a couple of
rewrites in places As I've said
before, this is not how I wanted
to write the utilily but l'm some-
what stuck with it now lt shows
how much better things are
when you do it properly
Next time, we'llget down to the
design and writing of a small (l

hope) utility piece of code to
make handlrng menus in your
assembly language programs a
bit easier and standardised lt's
not going lo. be a world betare
in programming excellence, but
you'll see how I develop pro-
grams from start to finish.

See you next time.

EASYPTR and the New
Window Maneg€r
Dilwyn Jones

Now that people like Marcel Kilgus have put so
much eflort into enhancing the operating system,
isn'i it high time we software authors started to
release programs to make proper use of not just

the colaurs but also the facilities offered by the
new window manager?

O{ course, some already have. Most pointer
driven programs are created with the combrnation
of Easyptr and Qliberator Up until now, rt has only
been possible lo write high colour programs

using [asypir by use of techniques such as
those described by Wolfgang Uhlig in a recent QL
Today
TurboPTR and QPTR users have a bit more
versatilily and I will not be discussing those here
Very recently, Marcel Kilgus has put in some work
on updating the Easymenu {menu designer} part
of [asyptr While he was something of a reluctant
author when it came to Easyptr updates, none-
theless he did put in some work and at the time
of writing it looked as lhough this would in time
become an o{ficial update, as he has been given
permission by the original authcr Albin Hessler to
update the package
Before the officialupdate comes out, a small num-
ber of people have been issued with lest copies
of v4.00 of Easymenu, with occasional updates
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beyond lhat This version is not quite complete
and although capable of producing working
menus, there are gaps in what can be done and
one or two ways to make it fall over lf you do
successfully create menus and save them, you
should be able to creale working pr0grams.
When I origrnally wrote this article, there were
limits, as publication grew neareI more and more
updates came and the package became more
stable, although there was little by way of
updaled instructions.
The main thrust of this article is to show how to
use the updated tasyptr to compose menus and
write programs which use the System Palette l{

you have read Wolfgang Lenerz's descriptions of
the new facilities in SMSQ/I 3 00 and later

{Window Manager 2} you'll have noticed referen-
ces to the various Window Manager colour hand-
ling formats
There are one-byte colour values as be{ore, pa-

lette values, grey scale (SMSQ/t prefers the
American spelling of Gray) and a few others.
These are fixed formats - you use a specified
format and that's that. The system palette rs a

little dilferent With these {there are four possible
paleltes, but we'll pretend there's only one for the
purpose of this article) we can assign colour lists
to the menu elements which will use whatever
colour scheme the user sets up via the Window
Manager
The system paletle is a list of colours assocrated
with the various elements of a menu. The refe-
rence you enter when specifying colours is an
offset into the table of colours
You will be pleased to know that once you have
written a program lo use the system palette there
is little more you need to do to change the co-
lours or handle the colours in any way The user
has conlrol over the palette and when your
menus have been programmed in the way I'll

describe they will follow the user's choice of
colours.
By using a program such as QCoCo, the user can
create a new lisl of colours lo reprogram the
system palette and your programs can use these.
The great beauty of this scheme is that all pro-
grams which use the system palette can look the
same. lf you fancy a change of colour scheme,
you need only specify a new colour palette and
all programs which use it will follow suit! No need
to reconfigure all your programs. No need to
caler separately for 256 colour and 16-bit colour
modes unless you want to, although you may
have to double up on menu definitions if you want
your program to work on older QL systems as
well

When I first explored this facility after receiving a

trial copy of [asymenu 4 00t from Marcel Kilgus, I

was amazed al how simple it was to write pro-
grams to use the new system palette, s0 I

thought l'd write up this descriplion to help
people who are already familiar with tasyptr to
move up a step without the tears you often
expect when moving up a programming levell
Before I learned how to create programs which
used the System Palette and all the new facilities, I

was impressed by screen shots l'd seen and
thought it would take me ages to learn lo pro-
gram the various colour schemes, 3D borders,
sculpted looks of buttons and borders and so on.

Once I'd got beyond first pnnciples I realised it

wasn't as hard as l'd assumed as long as I had
fasymenu 4 to use

V/hat Do You Need?
You will need the following progrsrns;

i Easymenu 4 00 or better You should configure
fasymenu 4 with the MenuConfig program to
set your preferred starting delaults, it only
takes a momenl or two.

2 A sprite editor if your menus need sprites lf
you are happy with plain old mode 4 sprites,
you can use [asysprite {which has been
modified to work more reliably on the new
syslems, although it is still only able to design
mode 4 or mode B sprites lf you want high
colour sprites, you'll need to get a copy o{
JerOme Grimbert's sprite edilor

3 A copy ol a System Palette editor such as
QCoCo {Wolfgang Uhlig download it from his
website at www.uhlich.nl/ql/or get it from a PD

library) This is only needed to help create dif-
ferent colour palettes to test how well your
programs work with the new system. lf you
are happy to work blind, or already have
example colour themes such as the one avar-
lable on Marcel Kilgus's websrte you don't
even need QCoCo.

4 Qliberator to compile the program (only if il
has to be compiled) No special settings are
needed, just use Qliberator to compile pro-
grams written with Easyptr menus in the
normal way by appending lhe menus etc to
the Easyptr extensions {iles such as
easymen*cde or ptrmen-cde for example

How Do I Get The New Colour Num-
bers lnto Eosymanu?
This is one of the major changes in lhe new
Fasymenu. ln older versions, you could only get
colour numbers 0 to 255 into menu items. Marcel
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has now made it possible to enter the Relerences Marcel has kindly made the menu elements such
in Table 1 as 4 digit hex values preceded by a $ as loose items and borders default to lhe relevanl
symbol {for hexadecimal} to distinguish them from entries in the system palette unless you explicitly
the older colour numbers 0 lo 255 What's more, enter some other colour value.

Table 1 - System Palette j-tens list

idane Number Meaning

sp.winbd $0200 Window border
sp.winbg $0201 Wi-ndow background
sp.winfg $0202 Window foreground
sp.wirung $0e03 Window middleground

sp.titlebg $0204 Title background
sp.tltletextbg $0205 Title text background
sp.titlefg $0206 Title foreground

sp.litemhigh $0207 Loose item highlight
sp.litemavabg $0208 Loose item available background
sp.litemavafg $0209 Loose item available foreground
sp.litemselbg $020a Loose iten selected background
sp.litemselfg $020b l"r:o*e item selected foreground
sp.litemunabg $020c Loose itern unavailable baekground
sp.l-itemunafg S020d Loose item unavailable foreground

sp.infwinbd $020e Information i,rindow border
sp.infwlnbg $020f fnformation window background
sp"infwlnfg $0210 Infonnation window foreground
sp.infwinmg $02lL lnformationi.rindowniddleground
sp.subinfbd $0212 Subsidiary informatj.on window border
sp.subinfbg $0213 Subsidiary informationwindow background
sp.sublnffg $021/, Subsidi-ary inforrnationwindow foreground
sp.subinfmg $0215 Subsidiary informationwindow niddleground

sp,appbd $0216 Application window border
sp.appbg $AZI7 Application window background
sp.appfg $0218 Appli-cation window foreground
sp.appmg $0219 Application window niddleground
sp.applhlgh $021a Application wi-ndow iten highlight
sp.appiavabg $021b Application r.rindow item available background
sp.appiavafg $021c Application window iten available foreground
sp.appiselbg $021d Appllcatlon windornr itern selected background
sp.appiselfg $021e Application windornr item selected foreground
sp.appiunabC $021f Application window item unavailable background
sp.appiunafg $0220 Application window item unavailable foreground

sp.scrbar $A22I Pan/scro11 bar
sp.scrbarsee $0222 Pan/scro11 bar section
sp.serbararr $0223 Pan/scro11 bar arrow

sp.buthigh $022/. Button highlight
sp"butbd $0225 Button border
sp.butbg $0226 Button background
sp"butfg $0227 Button foreground

sp.hi.ntbd S0228 Hint border
sp.hintbg 8A229 Hint background
sp.hintfg $022a Hint foreground
sp.hintmg $022b Hi"nt middleground

sp.enbg $022c Error rnessage background
sp.emfg $022d Error nessage foreground
sp.errmg $022e Error nessage niddleground

sp.shaded $022f Shaded area
sp.Jddark $0230 Dark 3D border shade
sp.3dlight $0231 Llght lD border shade
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sp. ve"tfi11

sp. subtitbg
sp. subtittxtbg
sp. subtitfg

sp. mindexbg
sp. mindexfg
sp " separator

8A?j2 Vertical area fill

$0233 Subtitle baekground
$A4/, Subtitle text background
$a45 Subtitle foreground

$0236 Menu index background
$0237 Menu index foreground
$0218 Separator lines etc.

I have divided Table I with blank lines
to identify lhe various groups of menu
elements to make it easier to know
what value to assign to loose items,
borders, information windows, applica-
tion window menus and so on. To ap-
preciate what each bil is, you need to
be {amiliar with the terminology There
are two excellenl tutorials by our very
own Norman Dunbar available from PD
libraries - the P[ ldiot's Guide and the
Easyptr Tutorial, both excellent get you
going guides for their respeclive subjects
Figure 1 shows the main command screen of the
new Easymenu, s0 that we can be sure that you
know which command I'm referring tol lt also
shows an easy way to check that you have a
versron of the new fasymenu - it shows version
4 00 or higher and Marcel Kilgus's name at the
bottom of the screen.

Ftgure 1- Commands menu in Easymenu

The first step is usually to design the menu out-
line, unless the delault happens to be exactly
what you need Using the Outline and Change
commands in [asymenu, drag lhe corner out to
the required size, add any loose items areas then
select the Attributes command to specify the
colours and border See Figure 2 for the Outline
Attributes menu. For those familiar with Easymenu
it's very similar to older versions, but the stippled
colours are replaced by the new colours when
working in high colour modes, or replaced by the
plain 4 basic colours when working in mode 4.

Figure 2- Oulline Attribules menu

What tasymenu calls the Outline is simply listed
as Window in Table I The Window Background in

Table 1 is what we have been used to calling
Paper colour rn Easymenu. The Window Border is
the Border colour in this menu. The lnk colour in

this menu would correspond to Window Fore'
ground in Table 1, but Easymenu does not use
this
What Easymenu refers to as Menu ltem Available,
Menu ltem Selected and Menu ltem Unavailable
are what Table 1 refers to as Loose ltem Available,
Selected and Unavailable respectively This sort
of thing (slight differences in terminology) needs
to be kept in mind when working on these things
and you quickly get used to it, especially if you
have used QCoCo where all named items are
fairly obvious.
Set the relevant colour Number for the 3 possible
states of the loose items. Here also, Easymenu
reiers to Paper and lnk whereas table 1 re{ers to
Background and lnk respectively ln the 'Available'

section you also get to specify a Border value,

which Table 1 relers to as Highlight, which is the
box drawn around a loose item when the pointer
is moved over it in a program. This highlight is

item number $0207 in the table and you'll see thal
Easymenu kindly offers this as default Note that
by de{ault, fasymenu puts the relevant item
colour number in the boxes for you. So in the
Wrndow Background {Paper) box, it places the
value $0201, the value in lhe NUMBFR column in

Table I The value $0200 is placed in the Border
colour box. So hopefully you can see how to use
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these numbers - find the relevant entry in Table 1

for the element type you are specifying and use
that Most of the time Easymenu wtll suggest the
right ones for you. Note also that [asymenu does
not use or let you specify all possible elements.
Some items such as Menu lndex {the lelters and
numbers along the sides of a QSpread spread-
sheet for example) are not used in fasymenu.
Where more lhan one foreground colour is men-
tioned as being available for a menu element,
fasymenu usually only uses the 'foreground' not
'middleground' QCoCo refers to these as 'lnk I'
and 'lnk 2' for example Although Fasymenu
doesn't let you use both directly, you could pro-

bably choose which of the two to use as 'lnk' in
Easymenu, especially if there is more than one
object in the same window to be displayed in

different colours.
Although lhere is no 'Title' element as such in

[asymenu, you could create an informalion win-
dow and information object and specify the Title
colour numbers for these. The lwo background
colours for a Title are essentially the equivalent of
Paper {Title Background - the background of
areas not including text) and Strip {Title Text
Background - the area immediately behind text) in
cD A Ct1-JUAJI\/.
Now that you are getting used lo thew idea of
Easymenu offering you what is usually the right
item Number as a colour number everywhere,
you can use this to identify elements if you are
unsure what a particular element is, due t0 lhe
different terminology used in places

What may not be so obvious is how to specify
particular colours or border types. ln fact, if you
are opting to use the System Palette you do not
really do this, you go by the colours defined in a
system palette as selected by the uset not by
you the programmer You might want a partrcular
title to be rn red, and you could do that by simply
selecting red from the list of colours in the Attri-
butes menu in Easymenu 0r entering decimal
number 2 as a value for colour But if the user has
a syslem palette colour scheme which happens
to include red paper for a window, tough I don't
know aboul you, but I tend to {ind that red ink on
red paper is sometimes a bit hard to read.

lf you want lo make your programs use the
System Palettes, no fixed colours, OKr Let the
user use his/her own colour scheme and specify
the relevant $xxxx number and play safe. Alter-
natively, if you want your programs to be one
fixed colour then go ahead and hard code the
decimal colour number in as you did befcre. I have
quickly grown to like the Syslem Palette method
because it is flexible. The user can use a default

system palette or hislher own preferred list of
colours {and QCoCo is the periect tool for crea-
ting this list of colours) The user changes the pre-

ferred colour scheme via the System Palette {only
a few short lines in a simple SBASIC program and
a list of colour numbers are needed to do this)and
your program automatically follows suit, which is

great for the user and saves you having to write
complex colour configuratron systems for each
and every program you write, which is too much
like hard work as far as I'm concerned.
Somelimes, we need to write something to a

window by using the MWINDOW command to
switch to a window, then we use INK and PAPIR
etc when printing text to a window You can still
'hard code' your choice of colours for this il you
wish to, but you run the risk of running into the
'same ink and paper' problem described above
unless you introduce a configurable choice of
colours of sorne sort for these 'hard coded' INK

and PAPER commands Do bear in mind that you

can use WM-INK and WM-PAPIR for example in
place of INK and PAPER il you want to try to
make things work via the Window Manager
System Palette settings
The Application Window items work in pretty well
+l'.^ ^^*^ +l^^ *^^' ' ^' '+l;^^^ J;^^, '^^^.Jillu 5diltc wdy d5 ilru ilrur ru uuuilrcS UrJUU))uu
above. An Application Window can have a menu
displayed in it (the ones you set up with
MAWDRAW or MAWSTTUP) and the items in the
menu can have colour pairs based on whether
the ilem is Available, Selected, or Unavailable like
a loose item. The application Window can have
the usual Border {$02t0 in Table 1) and Papel
Background ($OZtl1, but not a Foregroundl
Middleground lnk which do not exisl as user
settings as such in fasymenu. Again, the ltem
Highlight {$0Ztn1 is the little border drawn around
the items in a menu list when the pornter passes

over them.

The early version of [asymenu used for the
purpose of this article seems nol to have
changed in terms of handling the panlscroll bar
and arrows, allhough there is a reference to such
a change in the updates {ile ol a new versions
received just before lhis went to press

I have never really used the Full Menu options in

the Applw Menu {Application Window Menu} com-
mand of Easymenu, I usually go with its default
settings, specifying no menu here and set up the
application window menus based on the arrays or
array slices lpass to MAWDRAW tn my programs
to set up the menus at runtime So I am as yet not
too sure how to handle the Full Menu option here.

The ONLY BARS option is of no use for SBASIC
programmers anyway it's for use by assembler
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programmers. The Colours option in the
ApplwMenu command seem to only allow you to
specify colours 0 to 7 as they did before, l'm not
sure if the Window Manager would allow other
colours to be used or if it is better to stick with
these B basic colours, or whether future versions
of [asymenu will introduce any changes in this
area.

How Do The Borders \ffork?
You do not really need to know how to specify
border types as this is taken care of in the system
palettes, bul it can be handy to understand what's
available, how lhey work, what's QL compatible
and what isn't and so on in case someone asks
why something is going wrong or why something
is done the way it is, or simply if you wish to di-

rectly specify a border for a particular reason as
opposed to using the default one

,ffi#ffi

obvious on paper, but you will probably grasp the
notion that since the light source is meant to be
top lefl of a border a border looks 'raised' if the
light edge is above and left, and looks recessed if
the light shade is bottom and right When you see
them on screen in a program, border number
1024 around a rectangle rs the effect of a simple
raised rectangle and 1025 is a pressed down
version of it Border 1028 is slightly different for
example - il is the border itsell which looks raised
This might look good as the border around an

in{ormation window or application window for
example, bul may not be much use as a 'highlight'

(where you move the pointer over a loose item or
application menu item and a border appears).
Some of these borders may use more pixels than
tradilional borders and reduce the space avallable
in a loose item slightly Since loose items and
application window menu ilems are often exactly

+uL* 4r-t$. ; 8l'T i t,"r' A isi': qrlf {rF r, "tllf;4' 'l E

" e re*q,
***.{t!-**r@Fs{$tuiq,, l' l+s-+ff ff+*: i.',, ,, , ., ,,tl-.

"effiM g

Figure 3 is a chart designed by Marcel Kilgus
which I have "stolen"from Wol{gang Uhlig's web-
site to help illustrate lhe borders This chart is use-
ful for checking how a border is meant to look
and what's QL compatible and what isn't lt also
helps you to see how the 3D effects are built up,

which way ihe shadow of the sculpting effect
works (what looks raised and what looks lowered
and so on) The top half gives the border'colour'
values in decimal, while the bottom one is in hexa-
decimal. Above the line, the borders are de-
scribed as'QL Compatible' and below the line as
'not QL compatible' Of course, if it is a GD2
program which doesn't have to rely 0n QL
compatibility, use any of them lt might not be so

Colour Modas.
Now we come to the less easy bit. There are lwo
possible approaches, both of which may need
two different sels of menus for the different
colour modes.
ln your program's configuration, you could offer
the user a choice of running in Mode 4 colours or
High-colours, or an Automatic mode if you are
confident you can rely on your automatic mode
for detecting the required colour mode and win-
dow manager version availability Although I

haven't really got this far yet in my programming, I

foresee my programs having an item in the config
block such as this'

ffiffiilffi,ffi
|ffi.ffim.jm ffiffiffiffiffiffi

cne line of text high, cr the exact
size of a sprite, some care and
thought is needed where you plan

to use some of the 3D borders.
Alter a while, you get used to it, but
if you use the System Palette bor-
ders and the user has set up a thick
L^-A^- I^- ^ ^^-+:^,,l^- ;+^* +.,^^uurucr IUI d pdr uLUrdr rtcilr typu
and your program runs into out of
range errors for example, it is

something to suspect- il may be a
classic case of something the user
has set up in a System Paletle
which your program has little con-
trol over Ultimately, users set up the
system palette colours list and you
only tell Easymenu which of the
Window Manager options to use

l'd Like My Progrom To
Run ln Both QL And High

r-{*{:lfftl Telijfr
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Run in 1 QL colour mode all the time

2 High Colour mode all lhe time

3 Auto-detect which mode to use

Option 1 just uses QL mode menus all the time,
useful if a program is used oflen on both a mo-
dern Window Manager 2 system and an older QL
system without Window Manager 2 100?o compa-
tibility, but no bells and whistles and fancy dis-
playsl

Option 2 just tries lo run the program in high co-

lour mode all the time lf the program finds itself
running in QL colour mode it may well fall over
with an error message {actually, il almost certainly
would, not just "may") This is only uselul where
the program is only ever used on this type of
system.

Option 3 tries to give the best of all worlds The
trouble rs how lo do the necessary detective
work in your programs.

[xamples of useful lines of code can include'

is no function to lest and return these numbers
but i{ you have the Display-cde extensions from
my article in Volume 7 lssue 6 of Ql Today

{extensions available from my website} that set of
extensions includes one called WMAVIR$ which
tests the Window Manager version number for a

given channel number lt also includes extensions
to test for the presence of pointer environment
and window mooogcr:

REMark assume rie cantt use the Systen Palette menu versions
use-syspal:nenus = 0

IF lrSR$ = IHBAI THEN

REMark ltrs an SMSQ/E system if it has HBA version of BASIC
Ip vER$(1) )= '3.00' THEN

REMark SMSQ/E 3.00 on QPC2 was the first with Window Manager 2
IF DISP-TYPE >= 2 THEN

REMark the computer is ruming in 256 colour or 16 bit node
REMark set a flag value here to indieate which set of
REMark menus you intend to draw in your program
use svsoalrnenus = 1

END IF
END IF

END TP

DISP-TYPI is an SBASIC extension which
checks the current display type - 2 is a 256 co-
lour mode of Aurora or QPC2, 3 is a 16-bit colour
mode, future systems may feature higher colours I

suppose, hence the need for the test ''= 2'rather
than explicrtly testing for the values 2 and 3
VfR${1) returns the operating system version
number
The Window Manager and Pointer lnterface have
their own version numbers. As far as I know there

IF PTR-INV (#channel) = 0 THEN

PRfNTrSorry, no pointer environment. I

fNPUT'Press BNTER ';z$
s10P

EI{D IF
IF WIN--],IAN (#chamel) = 0 THEN

PRINT'Sorry, no Window Manager.t
INPUlrPress ENTER r;z$

END ltr'
use*syspal*nenus = 1 : REMark assume we can use new nenus
IF WMAVER$(#channel) r '2.00? THEN

PRfNTrWindow Manager too o1d for posh new menus.t
use_syspal--rnenus : 0 : REMark oh no we eanrt use new nenus!

END IF

There's also a function to test for GD2 (the
"colour drivers" or Graphic Device 2) if you want
to test ever!thing:

Ip GD2(#channel) = g THEN PRINTrOops, no GD2!'

As with anything else in this article, a lot o{ this is
new to me so if you spot errors or bad practice in

the above, please let me know and l'll print

corrections in a future issue

I Haven't Heard Of Some Of The
Items ln Table 1

OK, let's try to split it into groups by function:

Window - the main menu outline. tverything else
is contained within this
Tifle - not directly used in fasymenu, the titles
you often see in the top line of a menu rn some
programs, e.g. the menus in QMenu. Possible to
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put a short text as an information oblect insrde an
information window and specify the $0204,
$0205 and $0206 numbers for this if you wish,
although probably not best practice

Loose lfem - As you would expeci. Clickable
items within a menu, which can be positioned just

about anywhere, hence the name 'loose item', as
they are often one olf items, not necessarily part
of a menu in a regular list format.
Information Window - As you would expect jusi

simple text items which are noi selected by
clicking on lhem. ln Window Manager 2, there are

two ink colours possible, the foreground and
middleground {the term middleground used as
distinct from background, the second ink is some-
where between the foreground and background
coloursl
Subsidiary information windows not directly
used in Easymenu, although you can define an
information window and give it the attribute
number for Subsidiary wrndows to make use of
them, although probably not best practice ln

some respects, these could be called Secondary
lnformalion Windows, but this risks conlusion with
the lerm Secondary Windows which has another
meaning in pointer environment {the lowest win-
dow channel number is usually the'primary chan-
nel', often, but not always, channel s0, and secon-
dary windows are further windows defined within
the outline of the main or 'primary' menu's chan-
nel, and at that point I'll beat a relreat before i get
into deep water]
Applicafion Window - As you'd expect A general
purpose window which can coniain a menu, pan

and scroll bars and so on. You can use
MWINDOW in Easyptr extensions to switch a win'
dow channel to this window and use it to display
text, user prompts, ask for INPUT etc pretty much
as you can with most menu elements such as
loose items and information windows. Application
Windows are a little more advanced in that lhey
can contain complete selection lists called Applr-
cation Window Menus, such as lists of filenames
and so on.

Pan/Scroll Bar - usually displayed on the right or
boltom of a window where there are more items
1o display than can fit in lhe window eg a long list

of files They usually show a bar within a longer
strip which represents the visible part of a list in
relation to the whole list, hence the names 'scroll

bar' and'scroll bar section'
Pan/Scroll Bar Arrow - indtcates the menu can
be scrolled in that direction if there's more than
can be displayed Clicking on these arrows usual-
ly pans or scrolls lhe menu in that drreclion.
Button - When a program is minimised into a

button {a little square representation of a program
usually in a strip at the top of the screen if you
have the QPAC2 button frame present) you can
specify the attributes of the button with this
setting Not direclly specified within Fasymenu
Hinf - A little window which pops up if you hover
the pointer over a command in some programs
like Jcchen Merz's QD Not many programs
support Hints at the moment Not directly used in

Easymenu, bul you could achieve something simi-
lar with a menu outline set to these attributes and
when testing for pointer activity with MCALL or
MCALLT you could probably do something like lF

no activity THIN Display-Hint which examines
the pointer position and calls a routine to display
a relevant hint window which is cleared if hil or if
activity resumes (l don't really know l've never
tried programming hints 0r bubble helps as
they're somelimes better known as in some
applications Hints can have two ink colours.
Errar -used for frror message displays. Can be
a window or menu set to use item numbers
$022C to $022E
Shaded area ' used {or shading parts of a

border for example.
Dark and Lighl 3D border shade - used for the
sculpted borders, ihe light section generally faces
the light source and the dark section is the
shaded bit away from the light
Verfical area fill - used in some o{ the 3D bor-
ders.
Subtitle - like the Title items, but a secondary {ie
not main) title
Menu index background, foreground and sepa-
rafor lines etc. These are used for grids and
index strips around spreadsheets, for example.
QSpread is currently the only program I am aware
of which uses lhis

!(hat Do The New Menu Layouts
Look Like
As QL Today is not a colour magazine we cannot
simply print a picture of a program and show you
the difference thal the System Palette choices of
colour schemes can achieve, but l'll include a

couple of diagrams and suggest what to look out
for when you see a real, live program using the
System Palette
Figure 4 shows lwo copies of my {irst such pro-
gram running side by side in both standard QL co-
lour scheme and also running with System Palette
colour scheme menus. Hopefully, you may be
able to see differences even in black and white in

thrs magazine. The picture on the left is the new
version, whereas the one on the right uses the
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old mode 4 colour schemes I used in programs
like Launchpad, which was basically red icons on
a white background and simple red or green
borders or highlights The one on the lelt is

displayed as shades of grey The application
window at the bottom {the one wilh the lisl oJ

frlenames) is meant to look slighlly lowered or
recessed compared with the areas around i{

because the border around the edges of the files
list box has a shaded eflect to make it look
sllghtly 3D When the pointer is moved over either
a filename or the drive/directory name box, a
'raised' border appears around it, looking like a

button being switched upward, which on a colour
display at least looks much nicer and more
professional than the simple 'black box' where
the drive name is shown in the picture on the
right Also, if you look at the scroll bar on the
right, you'll see lhat the QL version is a simple set
of red lines {OK, this is a black and white picture!}

on a white background whereas the one on the
left has a generally 'sculpted' look which is a bit
easier on the eye than lhe harsher mode 4 ver-
sion. I used the same mode 4 spriies in both pro-
grams for simplicity but I could have used J Grim-
bert's sprite edilor to create more professional
looking loose item icans for the hgih colour ver-
sions of the menu if I wanted to.

passes over it, a nice contrasting effect which
might look a litlle odd at first when you are used
to simple flat traditional QL graphics, but s0me-
thing you quickly get used to and which mosl
people like and pre{er to the original QL graphics

ffiffiffiffi
F? {Ji}II_ES€C_

ffi'ffi ffi

Figure 5 - Anolher example'3D' menu

Summary
This article is meant to be a summary of my ven-
tures into the System Palette and how to use
fasymenu to creale programs capable of taking
advantage of the facilrties provided by the colour
drivers and Window hlanager 2 in particular
The article is based on my short experience of

writing such programs, reading
articles by people like Wolfgang
Lenerz and Marcel Kilgus, and
using the excellent QCoCo
program without which I'm afraid
Window Manager 2 might have
passed me by or taken longer to
get used to I hope this article has
shown that polished professional
programs can be produced lo use
facilrlies of the new Window

Manager quite easily with tools like tasyptr
I do not claim to be an expert on the subject,
indeed the"experts"may well see bigger holes in

this article than the tnglish rugby team de{ence in

the currenl G-Nations championship (l can proba-
bly safely say that this year as Wales have finally
won il after all these years in the rugby wilder-
nessl).
I welcome feedback, corrections and suggestions
about this artrcle {rom more"expert"people in this
field I will endeavour to publish any corrections
and feedback in future issues of QL Today tven if

this article is found to be {ull of errors, I do hope it
will go some way towards helping software
authors to start producing ever better QL
software to make belter use of the hard work of
the operating system designers.

Figure 4 - Comparison of how lhe sarne prcgram can look
under both old and new syslerns

Figure 5 is also worth a look, as it shows effects
which can be produced with information windows.
Hereyou see a copyright nolice screen divided
into sculpted sections for a nicer more professio-
nal look, more in line with modern computer soft-
ware pratice ln this, the title at the top looks re-

cessed or countersunk, as are my email and
postal address The liltle dragon logo I use in the
copyright screens in my programs is also shown
recessed so you can see how texl boxes and
icon pictures mighl compare The highlight which
appears around loose items {the 'OK' rn this
screen dump) goes the opposite way the be-
velled edge looks raised when the pointer

ffiffiffiffi mren" ffi ffi ffiffiffi@ffiffi ffiffiffi
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Updates atlfrom J-M-S
Jochen Merz

First, the office situation: the oifice has partially
moved now- not into the room which is planned
to become the main office room, more into the
storage room. Anyway it is set up and workrng, I

sit here in front of my laptop and prepare QL
Today on it No photos this time - apart from the
fact that we had to scratch off the ceiling, prepare
it and paint it again there's only a proper floor
n0w
I really hope to be able to create the next QL
Today in my main office on my main PC we'll
see, I'll keep you up-to-date

Phone and fax are working, there was
a short two-day switchover period
end of March so if you tried to fax
your renewal and it dicJ not get
through, then please retry

As announced before the move, the
J-M-S BBS had to be switched off Not
only the phone number has to be used
I^- ^^-^rL:^^ ^l^^ L.,+ +L^ ;^+^-^^+ :-tut 5uiltulilillg ur5c, uur uru Irtut ilut t5

a much better more f lexible and
cheaper method of updating software.

At present, we're running tests, and there are not
many files on the update server But it will change
so0n.
A brandnew QSpread is already on the server

ll you want to be registered for server access,
then please send an email to SM$Q@J-M$.com
and provide me with the following information:

- Your name
- Your J-M-S customer number (if known)
- Your login name for the server {choose one, no

spaces and special characlers please)
* Your password for lhe login {choose one}
- and a list of the programs from J-M-S which you

0wn.

D6rirdsad, y...4g11 .$ilg$,,,.i.,,,,,
,ir, :r,.,...:,1.,',:.' . ;1t ..' ..'.,.,..,, . :' .,.,:,i.,,.'-r,,,. :,
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(rPCl softsrue vl-Eurrhfor {or , .,
-\-erslorl J PC'i -1 i-'

t tStrr eail
i.jlr; itSl'rc.r,l Sprcr,lsheel I lJ

Dotlloa,l All t'[e ikcd Fdes. _ . ._D,gy{lgd!* _
Enail --U l'he c.ktd Iils Emailrhe iiles

My call for help about a year ago was
heard and Bruce Nicholls has pro-
grammed a wonderful tool which he
runs on his server a website for
updatesl Thanks a lot Bruce, it is greatl

The URL is easy to remember:
updates.j-m-s.com

and it will redirect you to Bruce's serve[ as shown
in lhe screenshot.

\I.-cL oruc foehcrr. r'ctu riLrn uphms rre t'clo$i -

handling The setup may take a shorl while and I'll inform
you as soon as your download account has been
created.

Please do not send mails before end of April, as I

slill need some time to set it up properly and I am
busy preparing QL Today currently ' as you pro-

bably can imagine

:.::.:r: : :. :_!!rr
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lnterpolating Curves - Vector
Graphics
Sfephen Poole

ln 1984, when I was working as
a Land Drainage Surveyot I

decided to use my QL to com-
puterrse all the trigonometrical
and hydrogeological calcula-
tions and aulonate the pro-

duction of plans and projects

This turned out to be quite
slraightforward until I hit the
thorny problem of drawing
contours. lndeed, most
draughtsmen at that time pre-

ferred to draw conlours by
hand, a time-taking task requi-

ring considerable skill, (inclu-

ding isobars on those weather
charts on TVI) So before you
read this article, ask yourself
the following questions thal
have been plagueing mathe-
maticians for cenluries, How
do you define a curve? ln what
way can a variable curve be
approximated?

Reading French computer ma-
gazines at the iime, I came
across various programs that
attempted to reply to this,
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including the now-famous Be-
zier-curves These Bezier con-
structions are simple to pro-
gram but cut off corners This
was inadequate for contours,
which must pass through end-
points smoothly So I began by
experimenting with various
ideas, starting by breaking
curves down into sections of
circles and then stringing them
together This worked well ex-
cept for tight turns where the
joints were unacceptable. But
that program laid the ground-
work for 'sorting' the general
orientations of subsequent
sections of curves, seleclions
based on fairly standard
surveying principles Basically,
each section oi a curve is

tested to determine its orien-
tations and treated accordingly.
After much thought, I realised
that I could generate almost
any curvature using perspec-
tive projections of ellipses
drawn as inclined planes... i.e.

conic sections.
But first I needed to devise my
own elliptic arcs routine to im-
prove on the QL's ARC and
ELLIPSI keywords, neither of
which could draw elliptic arcs
This proved to be not too
difficult, but there still remained
the problem of the projections
After comparing points three
by three, the challenge was
thus how to link them with
elliptic arcs The solution sim-
ply confines the curves within
triangles formed by subse-
quent pairs of concentric tan-
gents Then using the Cosine
rule (with a ponderalion factor
'Fc'to determine lhe degree of
ellipticity), thereby determining
the curve's intermediary
'prolected'poinls by the use of
simullaneous equalions. Oofl
So that was the theory, tested
by hand, and all that remained
was to write all the code.
Luckily I had already written
routines to resolve simultane-
ous equations and suchlike,

and after assembling the vari-
ous component parts I had my
first 'contours' program ready
for debugging, and on the
whole, it worked as expected.
My first remark was that the
program needed an awful lot of
code which necessarily
slowed it down in comparison
to Bezier curves, but also that
the curves produced could be
interpolated as smoothly as
necessary by linking as many
intermediale points as required,
with short straight lines When
'anchor-points' are close to
each other curves may seem a

little 'tight', but that is the way
they should be, {as are curves
drawn with stencils under the
same conditions). Curves
should be rendered better, thal
is, with less aliasing, on more
recent monitors than mine {with
its original 512x256 definition)
It would be interesting to see if
aliasing is reduced by directing
output to a good plotter

By the time I had written the
first draughts of this program,
(1985), I had left my surveying
job to go to the lnstitute for
the Promolion oi lndustry at
Colmar and study lndustrial
tcology and wondered what
olher uses the program could
possibly have At that time,
compuler magazines were full
of talk of Vector Graphics and
it occurred to me that my un-
used 'contours program' could
be adapted to compress com-
plicated surfaces, by selecting
just a few points on their peri-
meters and letting lhe contours
program interpolate and recon-
struct the entire shape. After
some minor modificaiion, that
program proved to be effec-
tive too, and so I wrote an ad'
ditional short routine to draw
Chris Boardman in full effort
breaking the world indoor cy-
cling speed record At that
time, the program was sent in
to the Quanta library as I

thought it might have potenlial

for more developement, so I

rnade it available to Quanla
members. Then Line Design
appeared, providing conve-
nient Vector Graphics on the
QL, so I stopped work on my
program and moved on to
other things. The contours pro-
gram is somewhat inelegant,
as at the time I wrote it I was
short of microcassette space
and so I optimised lhe code
for lenglh at the expense of
clarily. At the lime this facili-
taled editing, but nowadays I

wish I still had the long-hand
commented originals which I

cannot access, as those car-
tridges are no longer readable!
(Thank heavens I have copied
all viable cartridges onto flop-
pies and will copy those too
before their li{e-span exceeds
the time-limil)

There is very little code which
the user can usefully modify,
as most of the variables are
essential and must use set
values. Howeve[ try changing
'num' to increase or decrease
the smoothness of the curve.
'Num' must be a multiple of 4
so that the elliptic-arcs routine
f unctions correctly 1iy also
altering the curvature-factor
'fc' This program is essentially
a demonstration of the original
test-routine which used ran-
dom values to try out all con-
figuralions lf I were lo use it
professionally, I would improve
the case where a curve joins a
straight line, and also provide a

U-turn Unfortunately I do not
have the necessary spare time
to do a complete rewrite to
make the subroutines more ex-
plicit, unless readers ask me
specifically (The program is
printed here particularly as a

demonstration of an unpu-
blished method I would have
to change the lnitialisation rou-
tine to make it freely usable in

other applications) | suspect
that there are much faster
programs for PCs, bearing in
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mind the speed with which
Vector-Fonts are printed on
screen, (using dedicated gra-
phrcs cards), but as such pro-

grams go unpublished, I have
no idea how they work.

On a different tack, the whole
problem of FlLLing imbricated
curved surfaces depends on
how much care you take when
you define the anchor-points
initially {Or you need dedicated
FlLLing programs, but that is

quite another sublect) Perhaps
readers who know of other
interpolation programs may
wish to share their knowledge
of them with us all. As soon as
I get enough time I will trawl
the Web looking for curve fit-
ting examples. lf you have any
ideas for adapting the program
for other uses please feel free,

as QL Today readers, to do so.

Or send me an email at the
above address if you wish to
have any further details (My
'Minitel email terminal is i00?o

virus f ree, so I don't mind
having its address printed)

Remember, interpolated curves
are by def inition approxima-
tions, but should be adequate

as guidelines, (bearing in mind
that conlours were prevrously
guessed at when drawn by
hand ] Jochen has a copy of
the 'Chris Boardman' program
'bike,bas', so contact him if
you wish to see Vector Gra-
phics in aclion on the QL I do
not intend to publish the bike
program as it uses 95oio of thts
present program's code. I have
also sent Jochen my original
'QDOS-conics' program, which

{mis-)used the MlSlake key-
word to allow fuil-page sear-
ching and editing of all
procedures by a D.lY menu
system Of course, SMSQ/E
does not allow this, so I now
do the same thing using linked
GOTO's, and which may form
the basis of a subsequent arti-
cle Perhaps Dilwyn will put

these programs on his webstte
as they all require a lot of ty'
ping in, unless you use Optical
Character Recognition scan-
ning, as does lan Pizer Lengthy
code is also generally the case
for Herb Schaaf's 'Gee Gra-
phics series (Remember that
'bike-bas' works through
SuperBasic initialisation That
means thal all changes in out-

put demand modifications to
the lNlTialisation code, as there
is no front-end interface). I have
barely mentioned Vector-Com-
pression routines yet which
seem to be all the rage at the
moment. But be aware that the
bike program uses relatively
few well-spaced out coordi-
nates to define its curved sur-
faces, as compared to general-
ly massive bitmap require-
menls. This also inlroduces us
to automatic profile-recognition
technrques, but that too will

have to be the subject of ano-
ther article.

This interpolation program was
one of the most challenging
prcgrarnming projects I ever in-

dulged rn and one ol the few I

have barely used subsequently,
Alasl as it would be in a far bet-
ter staie now! But that being
said, if I had continued in my

surveying job, this would have
been one of the most highly
used programs in my suite. The
marn difficulty was in conceiving
a method that would work in

every case. Oh Dearl I hope I

found all the bugsl

stevepoole@m i n itel.fr

END FOR f
FOR f=l- T0 4:

100
110
L2A

8A
140
L50
160
L70
180
190
200
214
220
230
2/r0
254
260
270
280
290
300
310
324
330
34A
350

REMark conics*bas, CURVE-INTERPOLATI0N by S.Poole. v15nov2004
REMark When done, hlt the 'q' key to quit.
CI,EAR

0PEN#1,eon-128: IIIMOLI 5L2,256,0,0: SCALE 250,-70,-50
PAPER 0: INK 4: CtS
sg$='++ +0 +- 0+ 00 0- -+ *0 * r: sig$=t*6at
x=1: y-2: azt=3: trn=4: typ=5: fc=.707L068
Pb=PI/2: P1-Phx3: Pv=PI*2: ee=l: pp=f; num=J2
RESTORE : READ dots
ntu t(cots+/',typ),L(3,/r,2),u(pp,37ry)

REMark Initialise the end-points randomly:
FOR f=l T0 dots: READ tfx: t(f,x)=tfx+RND(40)-RND(80)
FOR f=1 T0 dots: READ tfy; t(f,y)=1gy+RND(40)-RND(80)

FOR f=2 T0 dots
IF t(f,x)=t(f-l,x) : t{f,x)=t(f,x)+1

OTRCLE t(f,x),t(f,y),2: cuRSOR t(r,x),t(f,y),0,0: sTRrP 2: PRrNT f: STRrP 0
IF t(f,y)=t(f-1,y) : t(f,y)=t(f,y)+l

t(f+dots,x)=t(f,x) : t(f+cots,y) =t(f,y)

DATA 19, /+3, 65,g0, L08, I2/+, L32' 739, 136, 757' I73' !83, 2A9

END FOR f
FOR f-2 T0 dots

- 
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360 DATA 220, L5 L, 86, 33, 36, 32, 13, 83, 92, 80, 72, 64, BL, 9/+, 720
370 DATA I13, \08, 82, 7 4, L33, L6B, 759, I/+3, 123, 102,7'7
380 CrRCr,E t t 1, x) , t (1, y) ,2
394 :

/'00 RHolark Join the end-points with straight lines:
/+10 FOR f=1 T0 dots+J
42A j=f+1: xx=t(j,x)-t(f,x): yy=t{j,y)-t(f,y)
4A dd=SQRT(xxxxx+yyxyy)
/r/rA sx={xx> 0)-(xx,0): sy=(yy'0)-(yy,0) : az=0
/+50 IF dd: az=ASlN(yyldd)
/+60 SELect 0N sx
47A =1: fF Sy=-l: az-Ptr{+az
480 =REMAINDER : az=PI-az
490 END SELect
500 t(f,azt)=az: LINE T0 t{f,x),t(f,Y)
510 END FOR f
520 :

530 RE?lark Calculate the line*bearings:
540 FoR f=2 T0 dots+3
5r0 th=t(frazt)-t(f*t,azt)
560 IF th(-PI: th=th+Pw: END IF : IF th,PI: th=th-Pw
570 t(f,trn)=tn
)EU I;ND IUH t': ttlrtrnJ=t(dots+lrtrn)
594 :

600 REMark Determine the angles betreen successive lines:
610 FOR f=1 T0 dots+3
62A t1=t(f,trn): t2=t(f+t,trn)
630 s1=(t1> 0)-(tr<0) : s2=(t2> 0)*(tz. O)

640 s$=sig$(s1+2)&sig$(s2+2)&r ': tp=sE rNSTR sg$
650 t(r,typ)=1 ftp+z)/:)-t
660 END FOR f: t(dots+lr,typ)=t(4,typ): INK ?
670 :

680 REMark Ascertaln the bend type:
690 FOR f=3 T0 dots+2
700 a=f-1: b=a*l: c=b+l-: tipes=t(frtyp)
770 bx=t(b,x): by=t(b,y): cx=t(crx): cy=t(g,y)
720 BCx=bx-cx: BCy=by*"t' MCx=BCx/2: yICy=BCy/z

nA Mx=bx-MCx: My=by-MCy: ab=t(brazt)
740 s1=(t(a, azt)+ab) /2; s2-(ab+t (c,azt)) /2: a3=ab+Ph
750 :

760 SELect 0N tipes
770 =0rB: L(1,1,x)=tlaggS(a1): L(1rLry)=by+SrN(a1)
780 t (t,/r,x)=ex+C0S(a2): L(t,/*,y)=cy+SIN(a2)
790 L(1,2rx)=5x: L(1,2,y)=by: L(1r3,x)=cx: L(1,J,y)-sy
800 StrD SELect
810 :

820 SEl,ect 0N tipes
810 =L,2,6,7: L(2,1rx)=bx+cOS{a1): L(2,1ry)=by+SrN(a1)
840 L{2,/+,x)=14x+C0S(a3)z L(2,4,y)=My+SIN(a3)
850 L(2r2rx)=5x: L{2,2,y)=by: L(2rJ,x)=Mx: L(2,3,y)=14y
860 END SELect
870 :

880 SELect 0N tipes
890 =2,3,5,6: L(3,1,x)=1*1ya66S(a3): f,(3,1ry)=My+SIN{a3)
900 L{3,/n,x)=ex+COS(a2): Lt3,/*,y)=cy+SIN(a2)
910 L(3,2,x)=Mx: L(3r2,y)=My: L(3,3,x)=cx: L(J,3,y)=gy
920 END SELect
%a:
94A SEI-eet 0N tipes
950 -0: TRI 1r0: =1: TRI 2r0: =2: TRI 2r0; TRI 3r1
96A =J: TRI 3,A: =5: TRI 3,1: =6: TRI 2,t: TRI 3,0
970 =7: TRI 2r7; =8: TRI 1rJ-
980 END SELect
990 END FOR f: LINE T0 cx,cy: i$=INKEY$(#I,333)
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1000 IF i$==tq': ST0P: EISE G0 T0 160
1010 :

1020 DEFine PRo0edure TRI(TR,CIJ)
l-0J0 L0Ca1 frjrct: REMark Sfunultaneous equations:
10/10 xa=L(TR,1-,x) : ya=L(TR,1,y) : xb=L(tn,2,x) : yb=L(TRr2,y)
1050 xc=L(TRr3rx) : yc=L(TR,l,y)
1060 xd=L(TR,4,x) : yd=L(TR, 4,y) : BCx=xb-xc: BCy=yb-yc
1070 MCx=BCx/Z: l4Cy=BCy/2: Mx=xb-MCx
1080 px=xa-xb: py=ya-yb: qx=xc-xd: qy=yc-yd
1090 g1=0: g2=0: IF px: g1=pylpx
1100 IF qx: gZ=qylqx
1l-l-0 k1=ya*xsxgl-: k2=yc-xcxg2: gg=g1-g2: My=yb*MCy
1120 ix=0: IF gg: ix=(k2-kl)/gg
1l-J0 iy=g1xix+k1: Maj =$qp1114CxxMCx+MCyxMCy)
1140 IF px=O: ix=xa: iy=yc+glx(xa*xc)
1150 IF qx=0: i-x=xc: iy=ya+glx(xc-xa)
1160 :

1170 IF TR=2 THEN

1180 ix=(ix+bx)/2: iy=(iy+Uy)/2
1190 ELSE
1-200 fF TR=3: ix=(ix+cx)/2: iy=(iy+cy)/2: END IF
1210 END IF
1220 :

1230 mix=ix*Mx: miy=iy-1t4y' im=SQRT(mixxmix+miyxmiy)
1240 Min=Majxfc: lin=2xMin
1250 bm=SQRr ( BCxxBcx+B1yxggtl 12
1260 ibx=ix-xb: iby=iy-yb: ib=SQRT(ibxxibx+ibyxiby)
t270 dv= (bmxbm+ibxib-inxim) /(2xibxbm)
1280 hi=ibxSIN(AC0S(dv)) : ec=hillimltl: sl=TR
1.290 :
1-300 SELect 0N s1
1310 =1: xE=Mx: yE=My: =2: xE=bx: yE=by: =J: xE-cxi yE:cy
1320 END SELect : so=hi> 1im
1330 :

7310 IF so THEN

7350 ek=lim/hi: EXx=eki(mix: Ey-sftxyniy
7360 ix=xE+EXx: iy-yE+Ey: ec=fc
1370 END IF
r_J80 :

1390 Mln=Mint(ec: ecc=Min/Maj: ro=0: h=nur[
1/i00 IF xc<xb: ro=l-80: END IF : e=h+l: sl=)60/h
1410 rot=0: IF MCx: roI=DEG(ATAN(MCy/MCX))
1/120 rot=RAD(rot+ro) : h=h-4
L430 hh=h/2: ct=O: SS=-st: M=180-st: ZZ=st
1/140 IF CIIJ=0: SS-st: AA=-AA: ZZ=-ZZ: ct=hh
7450 :

1-460 FOR f=AA T0 Zz STEP SS

IlflA IF f-90 0R f--90 THEN
14BO NEXT f
1490 ELSE
1500 ct=ct+1: j=RAD(f): Crx=Maj*COS(i)
1510 END IF : R0TATE pp,Crx,O
1520 crj=Msjlt$lN(i)xecc: RSTATE ee,Crx,cry
1530 END FOR f
7140 IF CW: j-0: ct=hh: ELSE : j=hh: ct=h
1550 xl=ix: yl=iy
L560 t

1570 FOR 1=j+1 T0 j+hh
1530 x2=u{2tf,x) : y2=u (Z,t,y): xJ=u(1,1',";
7590 y3=u(1rfry): x4=u(lrctrx): y/o=u(lrctry)
1600 xp=x1-x2: yp=yL-y2i xe=xj.-y\: yq=yJ-y4: g1=0
L6L0 IF xp: g1=yplyp: END IF : g2=0
L620 IF xq: g2=yq/xq
L63a ftl=yl*x1xg1: gg=g1-g2: rn=O
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164A IF gg: n=(yJ-x}{g2-kl.)/Ce
7650 1=g1*m+k1: IF xp=S; m=x1: p=y)+g2x{x1-xl)
1660 fF xq=Q;p-xl: n-y1+g1x(xJ*xl-)
167A LINE T0 flIrn! ct=ct-l-
1680 END FOB f
1690 n\lD DEFine
1700 :

l-710 DEFine PR0Cedure ROTATE(nn,rx, ry)
I72A L0Ca1 rhrarbrcrdrhrn
1730 c*(rx' 0)-(rx. 0) : d=(ry>0)*(ry. 0)
L740 n-*1: h=SQRT(rxxrx+ryxry) : a=ABS(ASIN(rylh) )
1750 SELeet 0N c
776A =*l-: SELect 0N d: =-1: a=Pf+a: =0: a=Pf: =+1: a=Pf-a
1770 = 0: SELect 0N d: =-l_: a=Pl : *0: a=0 : =+1: a=Ph
1780 =+l-: SELect 0N d: =-1: a-Pw-a: =0: a-0 : -+l: a-a
1790 END SELect
1800 :

l-Bl-0 b=a+rot: c-1: d=f; s1g=S; yy=$
1820 REPeat loop: fF b<0: b=b+Pw: ELSE EXIT loop
1830 :

18/10 IF b>=Pw: b=b*Pv: G0 T0 1840
1850 IF (U==0) 0R (b==Pw): xx=h: G0 T0 f940
1860 IF b==Ph: yy=h : G0 T0 1940

m^ { 
^, ^to/u .j.r u==rr: lQ(=-rl : uu ru l-Y+u

1BB0 IF b==Pl: yy=-h: G0 T0 1940
1890 IF b>Pl : b-Pw-b : d=n: G0 TO l-930
1900 IF b>PI : b=b-PI: c=n:d-n: G0 T0 1930
1910 IF b>PI: b=PI-b: c=n: G0 T0 1930
7920 :

793A xx=h,(C0S(b))es ; yy=h*SIN(n)x6
1940 u(nn, ctrx) =Mx+xx: u(n::, ctry) =My+yy
1950 END DEFine
1960 ::

Editor's camment: as Stephen mentions biker-bas in this article,l'll prfnl it in the next issue - the
resutf looks good. As the curent issue has already 60 pages (wow! only very few adsJ, there is no
room.
Thanks also for the compliments, Steve, and as you can see, Herb Schaaf is back with another part
of Gee Graphics in this issue.

Al Boehm
It was with grea{ sadness that we heard {rom Al
Boehm's daughter Lisa, via Bill Cable, of the illness
of Al Boehm. We understand that he has su{fered
a stroke while visiling his daughter in California
early in April, alihough the laiesl details we had at
the time of writing were that he was joking with
his family in hospital and was even able to
remember and hand over his email password to
Lisa,

For a long time, Al has been a prominent member
o{ the QL community in North America and was
closely involved with NASQLUG user groups and
the annual USA QL show We would like to offer Al
our best wishes and hopes for a lull and speedy
recovery from his illness.

Last Minute News: Al Boehm had a successful caratid artery surgery. He is on the road lo recovery for
some left side paralysis. He is now able to eat food again and is regaining strength every day,

Jochen Merz, Marcel Kilgus, Tony Firshman and Roy
Wood, the European contingent who have travelled
to the US QL shows for the last few years, would
like to extend their wishes lor the speedy recovery
of Al Boehm alter hearing the news of his recent
illness. He has long been 0ne oi lhe most active 0f
the US group and one of the few to make the jour-

ney in this direction to attend the shows here.

Without him many of the US shows would not have
happened and he has been the driving force
behind many other QL related projects. We under-
stand, from his daughter Lisa, thal he is making a

good recovery and is already joking with his carers.
Given his positive, outgoing, oullook on life and the
determination he has always shown in everylhing I

am sure he will be back on his feet soon.
We wish him well and look forward to seeing him
soon.
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One thing which amused me a
lot after the QDT demo hit the
streets was the number of
experienced QL people who
complelely ignored the instruc-
tions on how to install it. There
were quite a few people repor-
ting errors which were just a

result of trying to install it with-
out letting it get on with it and
install itself I suppose that is

because we are not very used
to this kind of thing tor the QL
Those of us who consider our-
selves experts and therefore
requiring no instructions all fell
at the first post I must admit
that, had I nol been running
specific tests for Jim I may well
have done the same thing so I

am nol poking fun here.

A Quiet Revolution
As I said rn a previous issue
using QDT has revolutionised
the way I use my system. I am
hesitant about saying things
like thal in this column because
it may be construed as free
advertising since QBranch is

one of the distributors but I do
have some specilic points to
make.

One thing I have now done is

to remove several lines from
my BOOT file I used to have a
series of HOTKEYS set up to
call versions of QD con{igured
with different help files, usage
settings and 'FlO Things' This
meant that I could call a QD
which used the QBASIC'Thing'
and had Rich Mellor's QHelp
system set up for writing a bit
of BASIC that I wanted to com-
pile with Qliberator and a com-
pletely different version of QD
when I wanted to edit my
BO0T file or even write this
column. Now I have all of those

set up in QDT with slightly mo-
dified lcons and live lines have
gone from my boot file And
this is iust the top bii of the
cold floaty thing
One of the things I did find
threw me in a state of com-
plete confusion. I had never
realised something about QD
until I started to set the diffe-
rent programs up like this After
I had been working with Beta
test versions of QDT for a

while I found myself looking for
problems. This, ol course is the
job of the beta tester to
break things

Too Many Betas to the
Bar
OK, so I was risking my arrn a
bit here because Jim was firing
new versions of QDT at us on
a regular basis during January
and I also took on testing QPC
v3 30 and QPCPrint for Marcel
Running three beta test ver-
sions of new programs is as-
king for a headache and I got
one {and passed it on to Mar-
cel and Jochen)
A bit of background here My
invoicing program for QBranch
is written in compiled BASIC
using DATAdesign and pfDATA

The lists of products are just
plain text lists read into lhe pro-
gram when needed QPC2 v
3 30 was ready to fly so I en-
tered the text file into QD and
edited the version number in

the list and saved it When I

made the next sale the file
was corrupt. Now during the
testing phase I came across an
inslance where menus were
corrupting and was never quite
sure how to pin that down. I

could reproduce the problem
here and on two machines but

I could nol make it do the
same on Marcel's. All I was do-
ing at the time was removing
the lines which fire up QDT
This should make no dif{e-
rence to the bulk of the BO0T
file because the whole of QDT
is configured and started by 10

or so lines at the end o{ the
EOOT file My previous B0OT
file worked perfectly and, du-
ring the installation of QDT all

that happens to the BO0T file
is that the installer adds the
lines to fire up the program Jim
needed me to do a clean install
so I deleted the QDT folder re-
moved the lines f rom the
BOOT and QPC
When QPC nexl appeared cer-
tain sections of the Menu fx-
tensions seemed to fail. Had
this been a PC system I was
fiddling with I would have as-
sumed the Registry was cor-
rupt or the system missing a dll

but one of the joys of the
SMSQ/t environmenl is the
very robustness of the system.
lf you load an extension it is

there and if you don't it isn't
The only problems you may
get are when a program calls
an extension which is not
there Then, if it is written cor-
rectly, it should just report the
lack of the extension and exit
leaving the system intact Of
course this also has a few
drawbacks in other ways but
on the whole it is a very flexi-
ble system
The odd thing was that I could
add the QDT lines to the
BOOT file and it all worked
agarn I did this several times
during that week and it had
exactly the same effect. Not
only lhat but all I had to do was
to LRESPR the same copy of
Menu-Rext and it was OK too
As I said we never quile got to
the bottom of that so, when
the corrupted file appeared I

assumed I had hit another ma-
nifestation of the same effect.
The problem was that QD was
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compressing the TABs and this
made the ftle unreadable in my
program I could reload
menu-rext and they were not
compressed. I checked the
configuration of QD but could
see nothing there and I knew I

had not changed it for ages
Marcel gave me the answer
through a reference to the TAB

settings in QD 0f course it

was not QD that had changed
but Menu*Rextl One ol lhe
configurable items in the Menu
Extensions is the list of file ex-
tensions it uses. I had changed
the list when realised it was
more convenient to have -TXT
as the first item rather than

-ASM which is how it is

shipped QD takes its IqB
compression settings from the
extensions of the file il is

loading but, crucially, the list is
ordered by the setting in the
menu extensions (still with me?)

I changed the order of the list
in Menu*Rext and QD com-
pressed -TXT files A rare
case where changing one item
in one program will affect a

completely dilferent one.

CD Confusion it Causes
I have lavished a certain
amount of praise on both
Thierry Godefroy and Duncan
Neithercut in the past and that
has been wholly justified but
another of the month's upsels
crept as a result ol the CD
reading extensions/program
provided by these two for the
Qubide and Q40 I am some-
what writing in the dark here
because, by the time the ability
to read CDs on a Native QL
system had come to be I had
pretty much moved over to
running everythrng on QPC2 I

did make a half hearted at-
tempt at getting them working
when they flrst came out but
the Q40 did so liitle work that
it did not seem worth the ex-
pense of buying a drive for it

These days 52 speed CD
ROM drives cost less than a

floppy drive did back then so I

may try it again
Brian Kemmett, a long lime
QBranch customer was one of
the first to take up QDT and,
also, one of the first to report
an error One problem both he
and David Gilham found was
that they could not read the
QXLWIN files on the CD They
were using a Q40 and the CD-
Eze software for this but they
should still have been able to
access the files The CDs read
perfectly well on all of the PCs
I lried thern on and on other
versions of QPC2. These were
made and written with exactly
the same drive as I used on
the QL Today CD a while back
so I cannot understand why
that should be
They were, howeve[ able to
retrieve the information from
the rest o{ the CD and used
this to install Brian then repor-
ted that the background files
would not work from QDT
although he could load them
using a BASIC command Now
this was odd because it is the
same BASIC command that
QDT uses to load them Of
course this was another red
fishy thing By telling us that
the file would load normally
from outside lhe program we
had our minds locked on a

problem within the program lt
was only when we asked
about the file names them-
selves that we twigged the
answer
The CD reading program trun-
cates the file name at the 36
character mark and this trunca-
tion lops of f the extension
which Jim's routine was look-
ing for to identify the file type
a swift bit of renaming and it all

worked OK Now I don't know
what ii is that causes the
names to be truncated but
there should, ai least, be a

warning that it has happened

io allow lhe user the chance
to correct the problem o[ more
sensibly, truncate the name in
the middle and leave the
extension intact. That would
have worked in ihis case.

Fassssssstttttt!!!!!
A recent posting to the QL
Users list mentioned a super
fast QL emulator Qemulast,
written by Daniel Tendina, au-
thor of QEmulator You can get
this from'

http:llusers.infocon ex.com/

daniele/wini Qemu Fast.zip

This would seem to be a lot
quicker that anything we have
seen before. This got many
peoples' ears straining at the
alert but was tempered by the
assertion that it achieved its
main speed boost at the ex-
pensive software compatibility.
Now to me that is like saying I

have a train that can go faster
than any other because it only
stops at two stations' All very
well if these are the two sta-
trons that you use but what is
the point otherwise Ol all the
things that the QDOS/SMSQ
user needs speed is hardly
near lhe top of the list Consi-
dering that most QL emulators
achieve speeds many times in

excess of any of the native
hardware I was a bit bemused
to see this appear I am not
knocking the expertise that
has been used to create this at
all but I would be very interes"
ted to find out to what use
anyone has put it.

Many of the things that are
needed are being tackled in

one way or anolher and it
does amaze me how well we
all work together sometimes
One thing we get little word on
is how the other Emulators are
developing and that is some-
what disappointing lf there is
more development work going
on out there than we see in
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QDf - fhe Qt Deskfop
QDT brings the QL a modern, easy- and
intuitive-to-use graphical user interface" Arrange
your programs, games, applications in folders, start
your favourite applications with a sinEle click. Fully
configurable!
QDT comes with an automatic installer - Iike a
guided tour. lnstalling it is as easy as never before! 

]

Systenn requirernents, 
" 

I

SMSQ/I Version 3.06 or later 
I

-Graphics Driver 2 Colour support 
I

HARD DRIVI with al least 3MB free space. 
I

4MB RAN/ 
I

What do you get when you order QDT? 
i

A floppy disk for Aurora or qurck-start users. I

-A CD ROM containing a QXLwin file, backgrounds, sprite editor ar

A printed quick start guide - 12 months free updatesl
QDT costs EUR 43,- plus postage (EUR 3,- Europe, I

NEW! NEW! NEW!
Easy Pointer h

Versio n 4 D
You have probably read a l6i
about EasyPTR V4 in this issue -
now is the time to order it!
Upgrade frorn old versions of
EasyPTR EUR 39,90 plus p&B

Brandnew version, if you do not
own any old version of EasyPTR
EUR 59,90 plus p&p
(Postage EUR 5,- Europe,
FUR 8,- rest of the world)

FN

I

I

t

I

I

rd many other extras

:UR 6,- rest of the world).

BAL L E D ! - new sorne for the Pointer Environment
Balled is the new Game from Wolfgang Lenerz for QDOS and $MSQ/E. lt runs in
high-colour mode (looks great) and can also be played in standard QL Mode 4.
Also, Balled uses the digital sound system if you run it on a recent version of SMSQ/E
and QPG, Q40 and Q60! The aim of the game is to build lines by moving coloured balls
around, following some rules, of course. After every move, more balls appear, so you
have to be careful not to fill up the board - then the game is over! Different levels of
difficulty and wildcard balls are also featured. Find out how to get bonus and higher
scores to fill up the high-score table!
Balled costs only EUR 11,90 plus postage (EUR 2,- Europe, EUR 4,- rest of the world).

QPCPrint - printer driverror epc NEW!! NEW!!
QPCPrint allows you to print to virtually any printer connected to your PC running QPC,
even to fax and pdf printer drivers. lt accepts HPSON ESC/P2 codes to any PAR printer
and converts it to output which can be handled by Windows, which looks very similar to
original EPSON output. You can even configure the individualfonts used by the emulation.
This is THE application many QPC users waited for a long time! Shipped on CD.
QPCPrint costs only EUR 39,90 plus postage (EUH 3,- Europe, EUR 6,- rest of the world)

:::

;ii

lf you wish to place your order via internet, please do nct seud your credit card details in an email!
Please use the secure contact form on the 5il15Q homepage: SilSQ.J-il1-S,C0m

We accept YISA, MasterGard and Diners Club!
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the pages of this magazine,
then I would like to extend an
invrtation for ihose wilh experi-
ences of the other emulators
to come forward and speak. I

realise that I may seem as
though I am all {or the mono-
theisic world of SNISQ/E but I

do not want these other users
to be out in the cold lndeed I

think it is vital thal they are in

the forum and communicating
with each other because my
main issue with the control of
SMSQIt was compatibility I

would like that compatibilily to
extend across emulations too.
We are all using the same soft-
ware after all.

Amazinq What You" '.J " ', ',-'

Can Find When You
Are Not Looking
I was looking back through the
QL Users Archive trying to find
+t-^ ^^*^ ^I +k^ +^^+ n I T^^,,l^rrru rldilru ut uru td5r \.1r fillutd-
tor but could not quite track it

down so I did a Google search
which led me to a gamers mai-
ling list There was a discus-
sion of Spectrum emulators
and such and this comment:
'Akight 

f ak enough you win.
Persuade someone lo creafe
or port over a QL emulator
f or the sake of 3 or so games
and i'll be impressed. There's
many alher machines (Eg Oric
/ Dragon) which could be
porfed which have a f ar
betier range of games than
fhe QL. I'm a huge Speccy fan
bul i don't think a QL emulafor
would be fhal good or hardly
used by many people'

Now did you ever hear the
sound of a glove hitting the
floor? I mean, reallyll know ma-
ny of you do not use your sys-
tems for game playing bul
there were qurte a few good
games for the QL {have a look
at RWAP Software'web pages
and catalogue if you don't
believe me) and it was better

than the Spectrum by a long
streak o{ white writing stuff I

lust had to subscribe lo that list
to reply
I have had no response to my
posling as yet but I wrll let you
know if anyone comes back
whistling in appreciation

QPC9, QPC9 On a

Stick.
Not an Albalross this one bul
Ken Bain's little mention of how
he carries a complete QL sys-
tem around on his 512Mb USB
Stick got a few people very
excited Many of us have a si-

milar thing and I have carried
my main QXLWIN-file around
on one of these for ages but
his novel way of setting up
QPC2 so it will work {see else-
where in this magazine) on any
machine was very inventive. Of
course this opened the flood-
gates and we had people with
QPC systems on Compact
Flash Secure Digital and even,
ironic this one, an IBM Micro-
drive {The disk comes {ull cir-
cle). 0ne inventive soul had his
system on a Sony MP3 player
You can say what you want
about QL Users we are very
versatile. There are not many
syslems that you can carry
around on a 256mb USB stick
are there?

Some time ago I mooted the
idea of QPC2 on a PDA and
was told lhat PDA screens had
too low a resolution and the
minimum resolution for a QL
emulation was 512 x 256 I do
notice now that the latest iPaqs
have larger screen resolutions
that So who is going to be the
first with a PDA QL thenz

You Easily Pointing At
Me?
I decided, since Marcel had
sent me the patched Easy-
Menu program which will work

with the new colours, That the
time had come to update the
0 Branch Office program lt
was a matter of moments to
redesign lhe menu to use the
new colours but when trying
to substitute high colour icons
for the old four colour ones I

ran into problems. Marcel never
said that this was a 'fixed' pro-
gram, only that he had applied
a few changes to it I emailed
him to ask if he knew of the
problem and of solution and
the answers were 'yes' and
'no' respectively.
Thai great serendipity machine
in the sky kicked in and with-
out my intervention {honest}
other users began asking if
there were updated versions
of tasyPtr:
Now we had discussed this at
the big Eindhoven show and
Marcel was adamant that he
did not want to get involved in

revising EasyPtr He felt the
code was too sparsely com-
mented and idiosyncratic in its
construclion. I can accept this
but many people see Marcel
as the 'last great programmrng
hope' ('l could have been a

cancantator') and wanted
more.

A brief mention in the QL
Users list {not by me I hasten to
add) brought a quick response
for those who still use the
program. This was more to do
with people asking about pro-
gramming menus in high colour
than with updating tasyptr but
it it drd bring the discussion
into the open The oniy other
way to program menus for the
Pointer fnvironment is to wrrte
physical lists of what goes
where and link those into the
program as in QPTR Now I

never found that a very accep-
table solution and EASYptr for
all its drawbacks, and there are
a few, is simple and elegant.
Using tasymenu you can see
exactly what you are doing
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Per Witte and a couple of
others were also very vocife-
rous in their support for this
Some o{ the users had come
up with solutrons to get around
the various shortfalls but it was
obvious that a hard core of
users wanted an upgrade.

Dragged by the Shirt
Tails
Marcel started of{ al a brisk
pace in the opposite direction
from this discussron but ihey
had him by the shirt tails and
before he realised il he had

written 'well, okay I will look at

it but ' followed by both feet
into the bear trap o{ 'in the
nexl release il will..'. lt was all

over at this point 'Release!llz'

The pack were salivatrng now
and their quarry was trapped

So now after a lot of hard
work and several stalements
lilzo 'l knnurr I c:id I r,vnrrldn't dn

this but 'here I am beta testing
tasyPTR v4 I cannot heap too
much praise on this because I

am one of the traders who is

selling it but I do have to say
that Marcel has done an

excellent job and taken the
task far beyond my expec-
tations I mentioned to him, in a
private email afler the f if th

update had landed in my inbox
{or testing, that {or something
he said he was not going to do
he was very productive His

reply was
'fhaf's mosfly why I didn'l
want lo do il, being a
perfectionisl I can sometimes
be carried away :) lt's much
more now fhan I ever
intended But I do hope it's
good enough now.'

Good enough? lt's marvellousl
The best way to thank him for
all this work is with a flurry of
programs that use it. I am not
talking about commercial stuff
here - although we could do
with some nice applications

bul some free or shareware
stuff would be good You now
have the means to make
simple programs look great
What are you all sitting there
reading this foru get codingl
(but not till you have finished
reading my column and filled in

your re-subscription forms)

Too many revolutions in a short
time can leave you head spin-
ning slightly but Marcel ma-
naged to cap o{f a memorable
period in QL history with his

remarkable QPCPrint program
This really is the complete so-
lution to prrnting from QPC2
even though it cannot be uti-
lised on other systems lt is

smooth, elegant and, crucially,
requires very little user inter-
ventron to get great results.

Here at Q Branch Towers there
are three printers. An ancienl
f spson Stylus 600 which I

bought from Bill Waugh a few
years back is the only colour
printer here which is 'QL Com-
pliant' and got dragged around
lo shows as well as serving
duty as the main Q Branch QL
printer The Epson CBO, which I

bought to replace it, has only
ever worked correctly {rom
Windows and remained at-
tached to my main PC I added
the EPSON EPL 6200 laser
printer for doing manuals and
the like and this will work fine
from both QPC2 and Windows
When I got the first Beta test
version oi QPCPrint I found I

was able to print to the CBO

from QPC2 with no hassle
This was a real red letter day
here No longer did I have to
set up the laptop so I could

prinl one invoice. I could now
do it all from the desktop ma-

chine The thrill of being able to
do this was augmented by the
way that QPCPrint works 0n
the laptop I had to produce the
invoice and print it and then
wait till the prinler had accep-
ted all of the output before I

could do anything else While it
was feeding the prinler every-
thing was a little jerky and
hard to control With QPCPrint
the program produces the job

and sends it off to the Win-

dows spooler to print rt Once
that is happening you have
control of the computer again
and can get on with the next
one. There is a pause while the
program does the conversion
in Windows but that does not
eff ect the SMSQ/E side of
things and the printout is a

little delayed but the added bo-
nus is that it comes out of the
machine really quickly
0f course this sudden rise in

use ol my C80 caused the
printer to throw a spasm so I

began to look for a replace-
ment unit. lt then I realised I

could have any prinler I could
affordl No more trailing through
lhe manulaclurers specs for
QL compatibility Oh {rabjulous
dayll I wound up choosing a

Canon MP750 which is a great
printer and also a scanner and
copier with a features list as
long as you arm. Not only this
but the consumables are
cheap and the print heads are
user replaceable Once I had

this installed in windows QPC
just printed to it Now this is

real progress.

So Marcel, another feather in

your cap for lhis one and you
must have the most Honoura-
ble Mentions of everyone Well

done Now about that walking
on water you have been
doing



The 8L thow Aqenda

QrzOO4 AFTERGTOIM
International L Meetin EindhoYen

Saturdayo 18th of Juilo, 10;00 to 16:00
Pleincollege St. Joris, Roostenlaan 296

We hope to turn this QL show into another rnajor event!
All major QL dealers will be there!

Reserve this date in your agenda and come to the show
we would really like to repeat ihe success cf Ql- 2004r

The Quanta "QL is 21* Show

Avenue, POI zLX Portsmouth.

Sunday will be a short day to allow most people to drive home before it is dark
Directions: From M27 turn off at Junction 12 onto M275 and then follow stgns for city
centre,sea front and then Guild Hall For public transport users Portsmouth and Southsea
station is 5 - 10 minutes walk from the hotel

For people needing overnight accommodation in the hotel there is a special bookings
procedure Details from Quanta
There will be both an activity programme and a programme for partners Shortly after the

Quanta AGM we should have a website available giving more details

International Meetin Portsmouth
Sat. , 29th of Oct. and Sun", 30 th of Oct.
Ibis Portsmouth Centreo Winston Churchill

last-Minute News: NASQLUG is pleased to announce 2005 US QL show in

Fitchburg, Mass; 25 miles west of Boston Site near Fitchburg Econolodge Exact site
and times to be announced soon. ln the meantime, attendees can make reservations
and room selection at www.econolodge.com at $49 90/night
Filchburg is the prettiest place on earth in the fall due to the change of fall leaf colors lt is something everyone
should see at east once in their lifetime. Fitchberg is at the east end of route 2 and rs one ol the prettiest
scenic drives in Arnerica. lt runs through the Massachusetts Berkshtres with breathtaking views.


